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Kissinger Expected To
Return To Paris Soon

ssed the allWednesday
be approved
, all from the
made the deitol secretarlators fumed,
e perplexed.
ay of saying
men," said
Los Angeles

By LEWIS GULICK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — President Nixon's special emissary
to Saigon returns today amid
widespread expectation that adviser Henry A. Kissinger will
soon head for another peace
negotiating session in Paris.
Gen. Alexander M. Haig Jr.
was slated to report to Nixon
following his homecoming after
two days of talks with South
Vietnam President Nguyen Van
Thieu and short stops in Cambodia and South Korea. The
U.S. embassy described the
talks with Thieu as "cordial
and constructive."
Nixon came back to Washington from Key Biscayne, Fla.,
Sunday night for a few hours'
stay before proceeding to his
Camp David, Md., retreat.
Kissinger weekended in New
York, seeing a Broadway play
and a professional football
game after which he mingled in
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Board Adopts
New Mandatory
Retirement Age

the locker room with quarter- forces from Cambodia and for
back Joe Nemeth and others of a pull-out of South Korean
the New York Jets.
troops, along with the AmeriJust when Kissinger will head cans, from South Vietnam.
for Paris to meet again with Some 37,000 South Koreans are
North Vietnam's Le Duc Tho in South Vietnam.
Administrative personnel at
remains a secret. AdminisHe introduced the amendPresidential Press Secretary
Murray State University now ment as a compromise after Dr.
tration officials maintained Ronald L. Ziegler said Nixon
face mandatory retirement Harry M. Sparks, university
their air of confidence, how- had received "lots of reports"
from their positions at age 65 president, said he could not
ever, about moving toward fi- from Haig during the trip. He
except for a few exemptions. recommend passage of comnal accord on ending the war.
declined to answer any substanApplying
to
Hanoi envoy Xuan Thuy: an- tive questions about the negodirectors, pulsory retirement measure as
depastrnental chairmen, deans, originally proposed. Mandatory
ticipated a further Kissinger- tiations beyond saying -everyvice-presidents
and
Tho meeting in a Paris inter- thing we have said before
age for adthe retirement
president, the new policy was ministrators has been 70, the
view over the weekend, though stands."
adopted Saturday during a same age as for faculty.
he held to North Vietnam's poregular quarterly meeting of
sition that the session should be
Sparks noted that there are
the board of regents.
devoted to procedures for signsix people encompassed by the
And amendment offered by exemption provision, including
ing the proposed nine-point
Dr. M.D. Hassell, faculty himself. He said some board
pact—not to altering it.
representative to the board, members opposed the policy
U.S. officials in Saigon inexempted administrators who because it would mean
dicated Haig's talks with Thieu
will have attained the age of 60 automatic retirement for him
narrowed U.S-South VietnaThe initial plans that were
by June 30, 1973, from the new and leave the board faced with a
mese differences, apparently
made several weeks ago to
policy.
clearing the way for resumpdeadling for choosing his
show a film at the Capri Theatre
tion of the private negotiations
successor as president.
entitled -Time To Run" have
in Paris.
"Frankly I think it is a good
been changed and the showing
Haig, Kissinger's top aide,
policy and would be an adoriginally
scheduled
CHORALE HERE TUESDAY—The Roger Wagner Chorale will appear in concert at the Murray
for
was reported to have carried a
vantage to the university,"
November 15 thru 18 has been State University auditorium. The concert is the first presentation of the year of the Murray Civic
Nixon letter to Thieu and preSparks said. "As one who is
set for January 31 thru • Music Association.
sumably received one from
facing it, I am not personally
February 3, 1973.
Thieu to Nixon.
distrubed by it."
"This
is
a
produced
film
by
Haig conferred in Phnom
Hassell remarked that the
The activities for Senior general feeling of the faculty is
Penh with the Cambodian chief the Billy Graham evangelistic
film
ministry
for
the
interest
of state, Lon Nol, and in Seoul
The RogeraAagner Chorale limited to members of the Civic The chorale has recorded more Citizens of Murray and for the application of the policy
with President Chung Hee and enlightenment of all family will appear in concert tomorrow Music Association and Murray than forty albums and won Calloway County will very without amendment.
members," a spokesman said.
Park.
"But we owe it to the adnight(Tuesday) at 8 p.m. at the State students.
numerous awards,including the numerous during the month of
November, according to Mrs. ministrators who are near that
Both countries would be Because of the decision to make Murray State University
"Grammy"
award.
a
slight
change
in the original
The ensemble's repertoire
directly affected by the nineage to give them an opportunity
Auditorium.
The Chorale, which has been Verona Grogan, director.
All senior citizens are invited to order their lives before
covers a tremendous range, described by Leopold Stokowski
point plan. It calls for with- film it became necessary to
Four traffic accidents were drawal
postpone
the
showing
in
The
concert, sponsored by the from 16th century church music as
of North Vietnamese
"second to none in the to help with the bazaar which retirment," he explained as he
reported over the weekend, with
Memphis and the cities in 150 Murray Civic Music Association and grand
opera to European world," will follow its sixteenth will be held on December 9, at proposed the amendment.
one person injured, according to
radius of Memphis until a later with the assistance of the and
American folk music, United States tour with a series the Federal Savings and Loan
(Continued on Page Sixteen(
Murray city Police.
date," he added.
Kentucky Arts Commission, is spirityals, and popular music.
Building. Persons unable to
of
Candian
concerts.
More information regarding
Mary
Schumacher,
S.
attend the work days at the Ellis
the
showing
University Station, was treated
and
the.
Center may make an article at
availability of tickets will be
and released at the Murray
home as a donation for the
announced later.
Calloway County Hospital for
bazaar. Someone will call at
contusions, after cars driven by
your home to pick up the article,
her and Cynthia B. Haley, of
Mrs. Grogan said.
United
Daughters
Martin, Tenn. were involved in
Of
Calloway County Health
The money derived from the
a collision at 18th and Main, at Department is participating in
bazzar will be used to continue
12:10 p.m. Saturday.
the state wide program of Confederacy Plan Meet
the Senior Citizens program
Both cars were reportedly testing for kidney disease, the
The J.N. Williams Chapter of
MIAMI ( AP) — Their 28- mandedInd collected by the hi- shot in the shoulder by one of here. The group meeting at the
County Sheriff Clyde Steele
headed east on Main at the-time- fourth leading cause of death in the United Daughters
Ellis Center each Tuesday and , closed a case of stolen carthe hijackers.
of the hour, 3,800-mile flight of terror jackers from Southern.
of the accident.
this country, according to a Confederate will have a lun- ended, passengers aboard a hiBuchanan said the hijackers Thursday .at ten a.m. is busy penter tools quickly over the
"Everyone thought they
Damage to the Haley car was department spokesman.
cheon
on
Wednesday, jacked jetliner have returned would be dead in an hour," acted in a bizarre manner dur— quilting, painting, and making weekend.
to the front end, and damage to
Preschool children may be November 15, at noon at the from Cuba with bizarre tales of said passenger Gale Buchanan ing the circuitous, three-nation things for the bazaar.
— Carmen Parks-called Sheriff
the Schumacher car was tested during regular clinic home of Mrs. W.Z. Carter
The Senior Citizens meeting Steele, reporting that he had
with three "deranged" sky pirates. at a Miami hospital, recalling flight. He said they alternately
reported as all over the vehicle. hours on Tuesday and Thursday Mrs. Hess Crossland
They also had words of how FBI agents shot out four of handed out fistfulls of ransom at the Douglass Center are found a assortment of carpenter
and Mrs
At 4:16 p.m. Friday, cars at the Health Department.
Henry Elliott as cohostesses. praise for the Southern Au-ways the plane's tires as it prepared money,forced male'passengers making beads and paintings. tools in his barn, located off the
driven by Irene B. Carter, 213 S.
The screening program is
Mrs. W. Paul Hale of crew which landed the crippled for takeoff after a refueling to remove their pants and shot
Robert Jones, art instructor Martin Chapel Road.
16th, and Clifton Campbell, 1510 limited to those children of Hopkinsville will be
the copilot after threatening to from the
Shortly after Parks' call,
the guest DC9 on a foam-covered Havana stop at Orlando, Fla.
is giving lessons
Dudley, were involved in an preschool age at this time. For speaker and her subject
• Buchanan, 35, of Auburn, "put a bullet in your head."
in decou ge at the center Sheriff Steele received another,
will be runway.
accident at the intersection of more information, call 753-3381. "Dairy From
The hijackers. reportedly located at St. John's Episcopal from
Another Southern DC9 re- Ala., who suffered a sprained
Harmon
Dixie."
Rutledge,
Johnson and Whitnell, acturned the 27 passengers and knee, was one of four persons armed with guns and grenades, Church . each Monday and reporting the theft of some
cording to police.
four crewmen to Miami and fi- injured during the hijacking. had demanded a $10-million Wednesday from one to three carpenter tools.
Police said the Carter car was
nally to their original destina- Copilot Billy Johnson, 37, may- ransom for the plane and its p.m. These lessons are free and
Rutledge identified the tools,
headed south on Whitnell and
tions Sunday after an attempt or of College City, Ark., was passengers. An undisclosed all materials are furnished. The and picked them up this morthe Campbell car was headed
amount of money was given to lessons are open for both men ning. No leads were reported on
by FBI sharpshooters to halt
west on Johnson when the acthe sky pirates during a stop in -and women.
the hijacking failed Saturday
the thief or thieves.
cident occurred.
Chattanooga, Tenn., Saturday.
night and forced the emergency Sigma Department To
Damage to the Carter car was
Southern refused to say how
- landing in Cuba.
The Calloway County High teams in competition Saturday.
to the left front fender, and
much money had been given to
All three hijackers were Hear Miss Carr Speak
The A team of Johnny Riley 'taken into custody
damage to the Campbell Speech and Debate team added
them.
by Cuban ofThe Sigma Department of the
vehicle was to the front end, another trophy to its collection and Quentin Fannin defeated ficials at Havana.
There also were several other
Passengers
Saturday, November 11. The Paducah
according to police.
Tilghman
and said Cuban authorities also con- Murray Woman's Club will hold unanswered points:
tonight
meeting
regular
its
second
place trophy in Duet Louisville St. Xavier but lost by
At 1:22 p.m. Saturday, cars
—Were the jijackers screened
fiscated ransom money de- (Monday)
at 7:30 p.m. at the
driven by Sharon L. Downing, of Acting was presented to Vickie one point to Christian County.
for weapons when they boarded
Carr
Ann
Miss
house
with
club
Pat
Lamb
and
Wendy
Williams
The other three debate teams
Benton, and Raymond M.
Children's Book Week will be library for a special program.
of the Home Economics the Southern jet at Birmingham celebrated
Clark, 11 S. 10th, were involved at the annual Lake Barkley composed of Dale Arnold,
at the Calloway Miss Linda Myatt will review
Department of Murray State
County Public Library during the outstanding book "THE
in a collision on Main St., ac-* Speech and Debate Tournament Danny Futrell, Sandy Gray,
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
University as the speaker.
held at Trigg County High Gena Cleaver, Randy Williams
the week of November 13-18. OUTSIDERS," by S. Hinton and
cording to police reports.,. !.._
Miss Carr will speak on the
and Tommy Riley won
This year's slogan is "Books Miss Debbie Powell will review
Investigating officers said the School.
subject, "Toys—Safe or UnCalloway High had eight decisions over Trigg County,
WOW!"
Downing car was headed east,
"THE BLACK PEARL,"
safe'?"
Emphasis will be placed on written by Scott O'Dell. Both
turning into a driveway, and the other students rated superior Christian County, and Paducah
Mesdames
Hostesses
are
The Murray State University
the importance of good reading girls are students at Murray
Clark car was headed west on for their performance in the Tilghman while losing to
individual events. Those Lexington Henry Clay and Fort Chapter, Zeta Omicron, of the John Nanny, Walter Jones, Jr.,
in a child's life. Many new titles State University.
Main.
During August, 796 Calloway will be available
National French Honorary Joe Ryan Cooper, A.W. SimDamage to the Downing car students were Tricia Bailey, Knox.
and the staff
"All children are invited to
Burkeen,
Speech and Debate Coach Society, Pi Delta Phi, will hold a mons, Jr., Richard Orr, and countians received public will be ready to suggest books participate in this special Book
was to the front end, and Jimmy
Sarah
assistance money payments that have been
damage to the Clark car was to Calhoun, Teresa
Moody, Larry England will enter the regular meeting and initiation Bobby Toon.
long-time Week celebration that is held
totaling $36,662, the Depart- favorites.
the left front, according to Marketa Orr, Krit Stubblefield, team next Friday and Saturday at seven p.m., Thursday,
each year at this time," said
ment of Economic Security
George Taylor, and Barbara in the Krider Invitation Tour November 16, at the home of Dr. Hazel Senior Citizens
To further promote good Margaret Trevatahn.
police.
announced today.
The fourth accident of the Williford.
reading a story hour will be held
nament to be held at Henry Alice Bowers, Murray, Route 3.
This figure compares to every afternoon from Tuesday
Calloway entered four debate County High School.
Diane Clark, President of the To Have Luncheon Meet
weekend occurred at 2:25 p.m.
Saturday, on Industrial Road.
A potluck luncheon for the $36,494 paid to 786 persons through Friday at three p.m. for
Zeta Omicron Chapter, will
preside. Mrs. Mary Bordeaux, Senior Citizens of the Hazel during July of this year: In all ages. At this time movies
A tractor-trailer, driven by
in depicting children's books will
French professor and world
James H. Gargus, of Mayfield,
Community will be held at the August 1971, 843 people
traveler,
had overturned. The tractorhome of Mrs. Koska Jones, Calloway county received be shown and stories will be
will address the
money read. Each day storytellers will
members and initiates in
trailer reportedly blocked
State Line Road,on Wednesday, public assistance
payments totaling $38,286.
French.
traffic on Industrial Road for
dress a part of the story.
November 15, at 12:15 p.m.
Of the total, 332 persons,
Dr. Bertrand Ball is the
Three persons, injured in
over an hour. Damage to the rig
Beverages, silverware, and
No Story Hour will be held
including children received
)
faculty sponsor of the Chapter.
accidents, were among those
was to the right side, according t;
plates will be furnished.
Wednesday
morning
this
week.
assistance in the Aid to
to police.
Persons
needing
The story hour on Tuesday treated at the emergency room
tran- Families with Dependent
sportation
may
from
call
Myrtle
three to four p.m will of the Murray-Galloway County
Fire Department Called
Children )AFDC) category and
Humphrey 492-8568 or Mary
feature
a movie, "Twelve Hospital on Friday and Sunday.
464 persons received money
Cordella Sykes of Almo Route
Dancing
Princesses," a fairy
Out Twice Over Weekend Lamb 492-8542.
payments under Aid to the
One
was admitted for obtale
by the Grimm Brothers
Aged, Blind and Disabled
servition at 8:10 p.m. Sunday
The Murray Fire Department
concerning
the
twelve
prinAABD).
CARQ'ER PTA
after'having sustained multiple
was called out twice over the
Windy with showers and
Statewide in August, 224, 962 cesses who danced away their contusions in an automobile
The Carter School Parentweekend,
shoes
every night, and the story
according
thundershowers today, high in
to Teacher Association
will meet Kentuckians received public of Cinderella
accident.
department reports.
with a Cinderella
the low and mid 50s. Windy
assistance money payments
Thursday,
November
16,
Treated also at ti;
at
r 10 p.m. was
At 3:40 p.m., the fire
present
in
both
her
with showers and
rags
and
seven p.m. at the school. The totaling $10,156,332.
Jerry
Eldridge,
Jr
:, age seven
riches
department
costume.
responded to a call
thundershowers
continuing
months,of Alin() Route One. He
to Corvette Lanes at 15th and nursery will be open with the
tonight, turning cooler late
SOCIAL CONCERNS
Children from various schools suffered multiple abrasion,
Main:The call was reported as workers being students ;from
tonight. Tuesday cloudy and
The Social Concerns CoM3 will have book reviews from hospital officials said.
the Child Development Center
a
false
alarm.
cooler with a few showers likeat Murray State University. All mittee will meet tonight their favorite books published
Friday at 6:35 p.m. Elizabath
Calloway County High School studeuta,•Weady Williams, left,
At 9:00 p.m., a grass fire at
ly during the morning, cooler
parents
are urged to attend as a (Monday) at 7:30 p.m. at the throughout the week.
Walker of 104 North 9th Street,
with steady or slowly falling and Vickie Pat Lamb, won the second place trophy in duet acting 900 Arcadia was extinguisher! prize -wilt-be given--to
Tuesday and Thursday eighth Murray, was treated for conthe-rooni - Douglass Community Center.
14e_of_the booster, according
temperatures during the day. at the Lake Barkley Speech and Debate Tournament held at Trtgr
All interested persons a-re,
grade
in-studentsfrom all- county tusions- she sustained, in an
haying
most
the
parents
County High School. On the right Is Larry England, coach.
to department records.
Wednesday fair and very cool.
vited.
present.
-schools will be guests at the automobile accident

es Wedworth
ut up with
ke," he said.
Jerry Walsh:
cannot be pomanner, then
t to be done
k the five woy mouse boxes
rid to their oftol while they
t what to do.
If an hour pothem without
they had asked
aye, and take
them.
pitol, the woII American
ed them while
Bless Amer-

Graham Film
Is Postponed

One InjuredIn Accident
On Saturday

rmed a homethe tune of
ice"
referring to the
lature's upper
t like this: "A
ce, a house full
w they run.. see
.they're running
the good life,
rting the houseever see such a
fe as a house full

Wagner Chorale To Appear Here Tuesday Night

Kidney Screening
For Preschool Now
At Health Center

&vices
aptist
unday
ip services will
the First Baptist
unday, November
e pastor, Rev.
alker, speaking at
45 a.m. and five
Choir, directed by
Howard, minister
sing the anthem,
aye With You" by
morning services.
in, soloist, will
Jesus" by C. H

Bazaar Planned By
Senior Citizens
On December 9

Tools Found,
Claimed; Case
Closed Quickly

Passengers Relate Stories Of
'Deranged'' Trio Of Skyjackers

rit,

Calloway High Team Wins
2nd Place Speech Trophy

Carlin will be
eacon of the week.
Paducah, he has
her of the Murray
the fall of 1969. He
ate professor of
education at
te University. Dr.
rving his second
deacon and is
nt of the junior
of the Sunday
wife is the former
hurch of Macon,

Children's Book Week To
Be Observed At Library

French Society To
Hold Initiation
At Thursday Meet

e p.m. services the
ol Choir will be
ery Day Is A Better
ill and "In the Hour
Lane.
n Bowker is the
nd Mrs. J. D.
the pianist.
Moody as minister
n will be working
Lyons, Jr., Sunday
perintendent, and
n, Training Union
their services at
nd six p.m.
-—

$36,662 Received
In Assistance Here

Persons Injured In
Accidents Treated
At The Hospital

h wave costs
am command

The Weather

aerre Josse, captan
en('h destroyer flue
s relieved of his comently following an inolving his ship which
n the death of a girl
y to many other per-

:as cited for traveling
t30 knots), too near
itch created a 12-foot
e which hurled bathit rocks and damaged
craft and beach fit-
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Double Standard
Congress has passed a tough law against the habit
of some unscrupulous auto dealers of turning back
the mileage odometers of used cars. The law, incidentally, had the full blessing of the National
Automobile Dealers Association.
But it is still legal for some grass widow to tell her
boy friend that she's 38 when she's really 46 and
when she gets him to the marriage license bureau all
she has to swear to is that she's -legal age."
Shouldn't we extend consumer protection to
bridegrooms, too'—Tulsa (Okla. I Tribune

Treasury Lib
The Treasury Department has scored one for
women's lib. In a recent ruling, the Treasury
Department decided that women no longer have to
identify themselves as "Miss" or "Mrs." on U.S.
savings bonds. They can use their Social Security
number instead.Nashville (Tenn.) Banner.

A CHANGE OF HEART

FDR truly lives
at Hyde Park
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CAPITAL IDEAS

By GUS .STEVENS
Copley News Service
HYDE PARK, N.Y. - I
don't know how things were
around your house when you
were little, but at our house
they called - Franklin Delano
Roosevelt a monster.
The same was true in many
good Republican households
in those days. The president
was "that man in the White
House." He was -the great
white father."
Some believed they were insulting the man when they
corrupted his name to
"Rosenfeld." Even World
War II was his fault.
Later, when I began to read
things on my own, I began to
suspect that FDR wasn't such
a bad person. In fact, he
might have been one of the
great men in American history
After all, any man talented
and likable enough to hold the
friendship and admiration of
a Winston Churchill had to
have something special going
for him.
Visiting Hyde Park, the
Roosevelt family home on the
banks of the Hudson about 100
miles north of New York, I became a believer.
Here at his birthplace,
t'here he and Eleanor are
buried, there is no room for
doubts. The man is a hero, a
patriot, an aristocrat and an
incredibly handsome and
romantic figure from our recent past.
The sprawling white home
is a National Historic Site, administered by the National
Park Service with loving
hands. Twenty-seven years
lives.aftr hisdeath, FDR truly

Monday, Nov
The Calloway
School Band Boos,
meet at the school

sured mementos is an original
dozen younger Roosevelts
of a newspaper political carfeet.
gathered at his
toon. It shows a child writing
The photographs and painton the sidewalk in front of his
ings of the young Roosevelt
house. On the porch his sister
how
just
of
visitor
the
remind
is yelling inside, -Mama,
man
handsome the Harvard
Herbert's writing a bad word
was. Even as an adolescent he
again!'
tore the stamp of an aristoThe maliciously grinning
face.
e
his
on
sensitiv
crat
child is scrawling on the walk,
His failtires are not ignored,
in large chalk letters:
including his unsuccessful bid
"Roosevelt."
to become vice president after
I happen to like aristocrats
accepting the 1920 nominawho do things - especially if
tion.
they could have stayed home
Above all, the stamp of
in comfort and done nothing.
MR's sense of humor is apWashington, Jefferson,
parent.
Franklin, Hamilton.
Adams,
••
"
Sphinx,
On display is "The
aristocrats in their
were
All
a large papier-mache caricaif not their forlife,
of
views
ture of President Roosevelt
tunes. All could have stayed
which was exhibited at a
home and enjoyed the good,
Gridiron Club dinner in Washsoft life.
easy,
ington in 1939. It was meant as
But instead they decided to
a humorous commentary on
make trouble for the British
Roosevelt's refusal to say
in doing so, as did those
and,
reelecseek
whether he would
the Declaration of
signed
who
tion in 1940. FOR loved it and
Independence, they: pledged
kept it for the rest of his life"our lives, our Fortunes, and
and beyond.
our sacred Honor."
FOR had enemies aplenty,
And so did Franklin Delano
tut he was usually able to
Roosevelt.
laugh at them. One of his trea-

According To Boyle

More Things We
Could Do Without

The ringing of a telephone
By HAL BOYLE
Some
when you're comfortable in
just
(AP)
NEW YORK
the reclining chair and have
things we could all do without:
Amateur Sigmund Freuds settled down to read a nice new
who like to skip rope in other front-page murder story in the
afternoon newspaper.
people's minds.
Very few people noted an important decision of the
you
help
Emergency calls from the ofto
want
who
Guys
Supreme Court in the first days of its new session.
crossword puzzle you'd fice on your day off.
a
solve
Handlebar mustaches on guys
The Court sustained states in refusing to issue
prefer to work out yourself.
In recent years, Cellar and
—
a touch of irony to his defeat
male.
H
wed
McHUG
to
g
RAY
By
wantin
that
males
couldn't lift a two-pound
to
s
of
who
viruses
ch
hour
license
McCullo
four
ge
Twentymarria
Rep. William
in the primary.
Chief, Washington Bureau
can
that steak overhead without getting
Republi
almost
the
is
for
188
acres
ranking
around
site's
On
the
hang
Ohio,
bones
Columbia (S.C.) Record.
"no
a
Cellar has been
Copley News Service
red in the face.
member of the Judiciary
house of about 25 rooms, a
many days.
about it" liberal. He and the
Another announcement that
Corrunittee., worked in close
over the age of 10
large library building, variAnyone
r
Kefauve
Estes
Sen.
late
Horses
WASHINGTON the cat is going to have kittens
"yummy."
tandem on landmark civil
ous outbuildings, the rose garword
the
uses
who
were still pulling wagons
wrote the only important anti- and you still haven't been
den and the graves.
rights bills. McC'ulloch, too, is
Cloudy mornings.
along Flatbush Avenue in 1922 trust bill passed by Congrmss
to
The site is open every day of
try
leaving Capitol Hill this fall.
able to get rid of the ones she
who
girls
k
Hatchec
when Brooklyn sent a promis- in the last 20 years.
the year except Christmas
He is retiring after 26 years in
Mon- had the last time.
Marilyn
late
the
like
look
Garbagemen directed to clean out the refuse after
lawyer
of
ing young Jewish
He was also the author
and millions have passed
Congress. Rep. Richard Poff
Another rent raise
roe.
an art exhibit at a small New York State college also
named "Manny" Cellar down
legislation that ended the
Virginia, second-ranking
through.
of
Another tax hike.
eels and half-fried
Pickled
trouble
the
for
t.
.
quotas
That's
Congrea
68th
statues
origin"
the
of
to
of
y
a
couple
and
"countr
took along
They see FDR's canes
Republican on the committee,
Another world just like this
people.
Emmann
Chairma
84,
Now
immigration.
crutches, testimony to his
also is retiring.
with the world today everybody's a critic.—Anniston
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-{Calloway High FTA
Chapter Has Meet
The Parts Road Homemakers And Skit Program
Club will meet with Mrs. Della
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Monday, November 13
The Calloway County High
School Band Boosters Club will Taylor at one p.m.
meet at the school at seven p.m.
The
Progressive
The Kentucky Mountain
Mission truck will be at the Homemakers Club will meet
First United Methodist Church. with Mrs. Gerald Wilson at
Persons having items may seven p.m.
bring them to the church.
The Westsidei Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Alvin
Monday, November 13
Usrey at 12:30 pin.
The Sunnyside Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Max
The Murray TOPS Club will
Dowdy at 10:30 a.m.
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.
The
Calloway
County
Genealogical Society will meet
The Foundational Sunday
at the home of Mrs. Carl School Class of the First Baptist
Lockhart at 1:30 pin, with Mrs. Church will meet at the home off
Clifton Key as cohostess.
Mrs. Edgar Shirley at 7:30 p.m.
The United Methodist Women
of the Russell's Chapel Church
will meet at the church at one
p.m. Note change in date.

Groups of the Baptist Women
of the First Church will meet as
follbws: Annie Armstrong with
Mrs. M.C. Garrott at 9:30 a.m.;
Group I with Mrs. Graves
Hendon at 9:30 a.m.; Group II
at Fern Terrace Lodge at ten
a.m. and luncheon at Colonial
House Smorgasbord; Group III
with Mrs. Edgar Pride at two
p.m.

y decided to
the British
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The Almo Parent-Teacher
Club will meet at the school
lunchroom at two p.m. with the
executive board meeting at 1:30
p.m.

nklin Dclano

The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with Mesdames:
John
Nanny, Walter Jones, Jr., Joe
Ryan Cooper, A.W. Silluilorisa
Jr., Richard Orr: and Bobby
Toon as hostesses.

The Bessie Tucker Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church will meet at the social
hall at 9:30 a.m. An auction on
Christmas and bakery items
will be held.

The Board of Directors of the
Quota Club will meet at the
Triangle Inn at 5:30 p.m.

The Maryleona Frost Circle
of the UMW of the First United
Methodist Church will meet
with Mrs. Dwight Chrisp, 1001
Fairlane, at 9:30 a.m
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Group III of the CWF of the
First Christian Church will
meet at the home of Miss
Rozella Henry, 1705 College
Farm Road, at 7:30 p.m. with
--Mrs. John Pasco, Sr., in charge
of the program.•
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
the United Methodist Women of
the First Church will meet at
seven p.m. at the social hall of
the church.
The Baptist Young Women of
the Memorial Baptist Church
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Linda Witherspoon, No. 68
Riviera Courts, at seven

y Broach
Chairman.

0 -Start 7:00
at 7:15
Repeated
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The Murray Civic Music
Association will present the
Roger Wagner Chorale at eight
p.m. at the
University
auditorium. This is open to
Association members and
students.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
OES will -meet at the Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p.m.

The Murray Quota Club will
meet at the Triangle Inn at 12
Tuesday, November 14
Providence noon.
New
The
Homemakers Club will meet at
the -horde"otM's:Jamt
Puckett at one p.m.
Ladies bridge will be held at
the Oaks Country Club at 9:15
Cooperative
Leo's
St.
a.m. with Kathryn Outland 753Preschool parents will meet at 3079
as hostess. A potluck
the school at seven p.m. with
luncheon will be served at noon
Dr. William Emener as with
Doris Rose and Mrs.
speaker.
Outland as hostesses.

LOSE WEIGHT
WEEK
THIS
help you become the trim

Odrinex can
slim person you want to be. Odrinex is
a tiny tablet and easily swallowed. Contams no dangerous drugs No starving.
No special exercise. Get rid of excess
fat and live longer. Odrinex has been
used successfully by thousands all over
the country for 14 years. Odrinex Plan
costs 13.25 and the large economy size
15 25 You must lose ugly fat or your
money will be refunded by your druggist.
No Questions asked. Accept no substitutes. Sold with this guarantee by:

A potluck luncheon will be
held at the home of Mrs. Koska
Jones, State Line Road, at 12:15
p.m. for senior citizens of the
Hazel Community. For transportation call Myrtle Humphrey 492-8568 or Mary Lamb
492-8542.
Decoupage workshop for
senior citizens will be held at St.
John's Episcopal Center from
one to three p.m.
The
Harris
Grove
Homemakers Club will meet
with Mrs. Clifton Lee Jones.
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The Alice Waters Circle of the
UMW of the First United
Methodist Church will meet
with
Mrs. Morrison C.
Galloway, 519 South 6th Street,
at 9:30 a.m.

The
South
Murray
Homemakers Club will meet
with Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer
at ten a.m.
The United Methodist Women
of the Coles Camp Ground
Church will meet at the church
at seven p.m.
ir Barbara Jewell
NIGHT BLOOMING
PLANTS
Among our most lovely plants
pre those which are classified
is "night-blooming" flowers.
included arc such lovely cretrtions
as
Morning-Glories,
Night-Blooming Cerus, Evening
Primroses, and numerous others which bloom in the very
sate afternoon, or evening.
• The flowers of some of these
Plants are open only for short
periods during the night while
others remain open during the
entire night, closing in the early
t tiaylight hours of the mornings.
The characteristic which IS
tommon to all of these plants is.
nightblooming.
Remember .a friend ,today
With flowers. There is nothing
as cheering as a lovely arrangeInerit of flowers. Telephone
your order to us today We deli';er locally

Ave
808 Chestnut, Murray
753-6100

The J. N. Williams chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will have a luncheon at the home of Mrs. W. Z.
Carter with Mrs. W. Paul Hale
as guest speaker.
The Pottertown Homemakers
Club will meet at the Holiday
Inn at ten a.m.

Thursday, November 16
The ROTC Cadet wives anc
fiancees will meet at 7:30 p.m
at Wrather Hall, third floor
room 25.

Charmed Life.,
Charms are for luck, love,
fond wishes, shared fun and.
memories. Most charms lead
a busy fashion life. Designed
with clever easy-to-attach
snap rings, new charms
from one manufacturer can
move from bracelets to neck
chains and ropes with the
greatest of ease. Charms
make good gifts.

The Calloway County Chapter
of Future Teacher of America
met on Tuesday, November 7, in
the school cafeteria.
Miss Stacy Adams, president,
called the meeting to order and
the devotion was given by
Sandra
Simmons. - The
secretary's and treasurer's
reports were given. The
program consisted of a skit by
MA members Jim Davis, Dale
Mathis, Diane Rhodes, Kathie
Broach, Julie Greenfield, Cindy
-Mills, Dale Arnold, Jimmy
Burkeen, Sandra Starks, and
Pam White.

Following
the regular
monthly meeting the officers of
the CCHS Chapter of FTA attended the annual meeting held
at Murray State University.
Those attending were Coleen
Cavanaugh, Dale Arnold, Stacy
lAdams, Amanda Hoke, Marion
Outland, Connie
Underhill,
Evie Erwin, Sherry Bucy, and
the sponsor Mrs. Sue Adams.
The program consisted of a
business meeting and the
workshop. The meeting closed
with the invitation from Heath
for the next District meeting in
the spring.

Miss Peggy Visher
Presents Program

MONDAY—NOVEMBER 13, 1972 'i

Wedding Vows Are Solemnized
EDWARDS BOY
A baby boy, Christopher
Michael, weighing six pounds
ounces, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Edwards, 1717
Wells Extended, Murray, on
Tuesday, November 7, at 7:35
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have another son,
David, age four. The father is
an employee of the Murray Post
Office.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs, Raymond Edwards and
Mr. and Mrs. Trellis McCuiston,
all of Murray. Great grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Orien
McCuiston and Mr. and Mrs.
Milus Hendricks, all of Murray.

Miss Peggy Visher presented
the program at the luncheon
meeting of the Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's
Club held on Saturday, October
28, at noon atilt* club house.
The special guest played
seQral numbers on the accordian. They included "Listen
To The Mocking Bird," a
medley from "The Sound of
Music," theme song from "Dr.
Zhivago," "Czordos" by Monte,
and a Russian folk song,"Dark
Eyes."
Miss Visher, student at
Murray High School and
daughter of Dr. Halene Visher,
was introduced by Mrs. Rue
Overbey, chairman of the
program committee.
Mrs.
The
chairman,
Raymond Dixon,
presided.
Names were tabled for new
members. Mrs. Dixon reported
on the operation of the club
house kitchen and annnounced
that a donation to CAR will be
taken at next month's meeting.
Mrs. John Livesay reported
on the landscaping project of
the back lawn of the club
house.
Hostesses for the meeting
were Mrs. E. S. Diuguid, Mrs.
Jean Bordeaux, Miss Rozella
Henry, Mrs. P. A. Hart, and
Miss Ann Carr.

Conscience eased after
years of guilt
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY - I have had something on my conscience
for many years, and because I trust you completely. Abby,
the idea of working thru you came to mind
I am sending you a check for S50. Please cash it, and
send the money to: The Reverend Robert Holbrock of the
East Avenue United Methodist Church in York, Neb.
Please tell him that the money is for the Ladies Missionary Society. Here is my story:
I grew up in York, Neb., during the depression, and we-never had a spare nickel for extras. My parents were
active in church work, and on several oc,asions I would
take a nickel or a dime out of the collection fund before it
--was.eounted_ixInubt if the amount.' took came"t0 $10, awl
I'm sure it was never missed.
Our family left Nebraska many years ago, and altho I
have prayed for forgiveness. I want to make restitution
now.
Please don't disclose my name as it might embarrass
ANONYMOUS
my family. Very truly yours,
DEAR ANONYMOUS: Your instructions have been carried ind to the letter. God bless you. It's never too late.
DEAR ABBY: I am going to remarry my ex-husband.
Our children are 8, 6, and 5. We were divorced two years
ago after almost 10 years of marriage. We've both learned
a lot from our mistakes and feel this time we can make a
go of it.
The first time we were married at the City Hall by a
Justice of the Peace. The whole thing took 15 minutes and
there was nothing spiritual or beautiful about it.
Now, I want to have a lovely church wedding with all
the trimmings. Does that sound strange to you? I mean
with a white gown and veil, which I know only virgins
should wear, and altho I earned the right to wear it the
first time, we couldn't afford it. My husband was land isl
the only man in my life, and I still feel entitled to wear
white. Am I wrong? My husband says it's up to me. What
do you say? .
CHURCH BELLS OR NOT
DEAR BELLS: I say you're entitled! Let those bells ring
out, and I wish you every happiness.
DEAR ABBY I don't have a problem, but I do have a
question. Why do some people think they have to pay for
everything?
I make my living as a deputy sheriff, but I belong to
several volunteer organizations because I love to help people. I am captain of a Rescue Squad and First Aid crew, a
member of the Civil Defense Disaster Team, I'm a member
of the Volunteer Fire Department and chairman of the
County Highway Safety Commission. I am also a first aid
instructor for the Red Cross and Boy Scouts.
Whenever I've performed some kind of volunteer service, it really gets to me when somebody asks, "How much
do I owe you?"
LIKES TO HELP
DEAR LIKES: Don't let it bother you. Most people
think they should express their gratitude in dollars
and cents. I'm reminded of a clergyman who wrote to
gay that his pet peeve was the bridegroom who asks,
after the marriage ceremony, "How much do I owe you!"
'The clergyman said he was often tempted to reply, "flow
much was it worth to you?"
DEAR ABBY: I shall never forget the memorial service I. attended for the slain Israeli Olympic athletes The
young rabbi delivered an eulogy worthy of an international
literary prize. I also thought of the noble Scandinavians
who left a game in which there was no fair chance for
Israel Altho the Norwegians sacrificed the opportunity to
win medals for athletic prowess, they deserved a medal for
human decency and fair play.
MARGARET KISH, SALEM, VA
Problems' Trust Abby. For a persosal reply, write to
ABBY. Box 69700, L. A., CALIF. MS aad 'otiose a
alanspeal, addressed envelope_
For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding.'
Saud SI to Abby, Rol $9700, Led Aageles, Cal, MIS

CLARK BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Clark,
1805 Park Avenue, Benton,
announce the birth of a baby
boy, Johnny Brent, weighing
seven pounds twelve ounces,
born on Tuesday, November 7,
at 9:30 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway'County Hospital.
The new father is employed at
the Texas Gas Company,
Palma.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Van Clark and Mr. and
Mrs. L.D. Ridgeway,.. all of
Benton. John McElrath of
Hardin is a great grandfather..
Mr. and Mrs. J. Fronk Atkinson of Mexico, Mo., announce the
marriage of their daughter, Elizabeth Jones, to Tony C. Washer,
son of Mr. and Mrs. James H. Washer, 1629 Olive Extended,
Murray.
The vows were read in a a ceremony at the home of the bride's
parents on Sunday, October 15.
The bride is a 1967 graduate of Mexico High School and
Oklahoma Baptist University with a
graduated in 1971 from
Bachelor of Music Education degree. At.the University she was a
member of Delta Delta Delta social sorority and Sigma Alpha
Iota music fraternity.
Mr. Washer graduated from Murray High School in 1966 and
received his Bachelor of Science degree in industrial education at
Murray State University in 1971. He is a member of Alpha Tau
omega social fraternity.
Mr. and Mrs. Washer are now residing in Mexico, Mo., where
the groom is employed as a sales correspondent at the A.P. Green
Refractories there.

Thanksgiving Smorgasbord Held By Murray
Quota Club at Community Room on Tuesday
A Thanksgiving Smorgasbord
was held by the members of the
Quota Club of Murray, Tuesday,
November 7, at six-thirty
o'clock on th evening at the
Community Room of the
Murray Federal Savings &
Loan Building.
Each member joined hands in
a circle of unity while the invocation was delivered by Buel
Stalls, -a "Murray Quotation.
The buffet dinner was serveti
with the traditional -turkey and
ham along with assorted
potluck dishes.
A visual aid report which was
displayed at the 23rd District
Conference in Memphis, Tenn.,
on October 20-22, was presented
by President Helen Spann. The
display consisted of a satin
rainbow at one end of
which
the fund raising projects Of the
club were displayed and the
other end of which reflected
that at the end of every rainbow, there is a pot of gold. and
that the "Pot of gold" for the
Quota Club of Murray was
made up of service projects in
the areas of speech and hearing,
handicapped, women and girls,
and law enforcement.
The
conference was attended by
President Helen Spann and
Second Vice President Gaynelle
Williams.
The organization scrapbook,
constructed by Heloise Roberts,
Virginia Morgan, Margery

Rice
Veal Marengo
Salad Bowl
Lemon Spinach
Pineapple Fluff Pie
Beverage
PINEAPPLE FLUFF PIE
Good way to use extra egg
whites
2 tablespoons cornstarch
1/2 cup sugar
Pinch of salt
3/4 cup water
1 can (about 8 ounces) crushed
pineapple
3 egg whites
9-inch crumb crust
1/3 cup chopped toasted walnuts
In a small saucepan thoroughly stir together the cornstarch, sugar and salt, gradually add water, stirring until
smooth Add undrained pineapple. Stir constantly over medium heat until mixture comes
to a boil and is thick and clear.
boil_ 1 minute Beat egg %lutes
until stiff, gently fold in cooled
pineapple mixture Pile into
crust. Sprinkle with nuts Chill

Crawford, and Helen Spann,
was also on display and was
presented to Past President
Heloise Roberts.
Those attending the dinner
included Mrs. Earleen Doran
prs. Richard and Mary
proeringmeyer, Mrs. Margaret
'Crawford, President Helen
Spann and Dale Spann and their
son, Rickie, Mildred Stalls and
tails alsTrtheir son -Buel
Jr., Mrs. Gaynelle Williams and
Tom Williams, Mrs. Pauline
Jones and G.B. Jones, Mrs.
Heloise Roberts and daughter,
Jo Ann, Mrs. Ruth Blackwood,
Mrs. Margaret Blalock and
daughter, Katie Blalock, and
their guest, Jennifer Taylor.

WILKINS GIRL
A baby girl, Aundrea Jean,
weighing seven pounds two
ounces, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Wilkins of Benton
Route Three on Wednesday.
November 8, at 4:55 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have another daughter,
Rebecca, age nine, and a son,
Shayne, age five. The father is
employed in construction work.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Pat Wilkins and Mr. and
Mrs. William Warmath, all of
Benton. Great grandparents are
Mrs. Nina Thompson and Mr.
and Mrs. Sid Darnall, all of
Murray.

McCLURE BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Steve McClure
of Hazel Route Two are the
parents of a baby boy, Steven
Troy, weighing seven pounds
one ounce, brffrah Wednesday,
November 8, at 8:01 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is employed at the
Murray Division of the Tappan
Company
?d -anti Mitametadrew _.Baaey
Dotson of Russellville are
grandparents.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. C.V. Vaughn of
Buchanan, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs.
Fred McClure of Murray, and
Mr. and Mrs. J.B. Dotson of
Russellville.

Delta Department
Of Woman's Club
Has Regular Meet
In spite of the rain and
election night reports, thirtyfour members of the Delta
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club met in regular
session in the club house.
Mesdames H.L. Oakley, F.E.
Crawford, Henry Warren and
Eugene Tarry were hostesses.
Mrs. Walter Baker, chairman, presided and brought
reports from the executive
board. Mrs. Myrtle Wall gave
the devotion, using a poem and a Bible reference.
Mrs. Oakley read the minutes
and Mrs. Warren gave the
financial report. Mrs. Aubrey
Hatcher was recognized for her
recent appointment to the State
Cancer Committee. She is
leader of the local cancer drive
which is sponsored by the Delta
Department.
The Christmas decorating
committee includes Mesdames
Eugene Tarry, Harry Sparks,
Lorer Adams and Miss Clara
Eagle. These members will
work with members of the Zeta
Department in decorating the
club house for the Christmas
season.
Mrs. Baker announced the
decision of the Executive Board
for the club to sponsor the
"Jaws of Life," project with the
conununity. This instrument is
a new development used in
rescuing people from wrecked
cars. She said this life-saver
will be demonstrated in thedown-town section in December.
Mrs. Stanford Andrus introduced Mrs. W.Z. Carter and
Mrs. George Hart who gave an
illustrated travel-talk on their
Mediterranean Cruise on a
freighter.

SIFTING POWDERED SUGAR
It isn't always necessary to
sift powdered sugar before
using it unless it has become
damp. If your recipe calls for
one pound, you can empty out
the one-pound package directly
without measuring and sifting
qf the recipe calls for a definite
number of cups of sifted
powdered sugar,do,sift it before
measuring. A pound of sugar
measures about 3-17 cups before
sifting and 4-34 cups after sifting. you can see how important
it is to measure properly
For best results, don't substitute powdered sugar in a
recipe calling for granulated
superfine
even
sugar,
granulated. .

Think Narrow
While wide belts are in
fashion's front ranks for
men, for the women, the emphasis is on the narrow. Emphasis with the narrow belts
is on quality. Suede is an
important leather.

Football Widow?
*A lady whose husband or
boyfriend stays glued to the
tube every Sunday afternoon
and Monday night watching
the game.

Recover from your grief at the OM/-ammo each Sunday afternoon
and Monday night by seeing a fine movie for /
1
2 price while he watches
the ETie and the kids! Ladies must be unaccompanied by a male to
qualify for the /
1
2 price offer. Get a group together and assuage your grief.
Tonite
FtAQUEL
WELCH
KANSAS CITY
BOMBER

Tonite illyzands
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FHLB
expansion
in works

By CARL W. RITTER
The Federal Home Loan
Bank Board is pursuing a policy that is likely to result in
savings and loan associations
establishing many more
branches, faster than in the
past, and for a lot less money
.
in spite of inflation.
ed
automat
be
These will
teller facilities, satellite officers and so-called limited facility branches.
What the board would like .
to see is many, many minis in
the savings-loan industry.
FHLB director Thomas H.
Clarke says newly approved
regulations will permit convenient, timesaving mini operations.
"The limited facility scales
:- down branches to fit into rural
markets. 'Me satellite office
.• scales them down to fit into
urban markets." Clarke said.
"Both sparse populations
and dense populations are
best served by small facilities.
One kind of satellite, Clarke
said, would be little more than
a counter in a store, with a
teller on hand. A more advanced satellite would be fully
automated. "The key to their
great promise is their kinship
with the new breed of electronic and data processing
technology that will transform the financial transactions in this country — the
electronic funds transfer system," Clarke said.
He also said that a new regulation allowing S&Ls to
make private -placements of
debentures
subordinated
could be only weeks off.
"We are working hard on
debentures,",
subordinated
Clarke said.
He declined to go into detail
"because it is so near." He did
"hazard a guess" that the debentures would be in minimum amounts of $100,000."
He said there would be many
limitations on them.
"The FHLB is concerned
about possible effects they
could have on the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation if
the debentures are not paid
when they are due, even
though they are subordinated," Clarke said.

Polish Jews choosing
quiet life in Denmark
By ANN GREGORY
Copley News Service
COPENHAGEN -- While
world attention is focused on
the plight of Jews trying to
emigrate from the Soviet
Union to Israel, a small but
steady and-continuing trickle
of theft leaves Poland to settle in Denmark.
Though the Polish Jews are
accused by their government
of being pro-Zionist, and are
given exit visas for Israel on
condition that they renounce
their Polish citizenship, many
of them head instead for
Copenhagen. A few of these
Polish "Jews" are in fact
Catholic or Lutheran, but
even those who have kept
their Jewish identity have
propagandized
been so
against Israel — especially
since the six-day war, that
many of them, far from being.
Zionist, are actually fearful of
going there.
The emigres often choose
instead Denmark, which won
worldwide admiration during
the last war for getting all but
500 of its 6,000 Jewish population out from under the noses
of the Nazi occupiers to sanctuary in Sweden.
With only 7,000 Jewish citizens of its own. Denmark has
given political asylum to every Jew who has applied since
government
Polish
the
launched its anti-Zionist and
anti-Semitic campaign in
1967. This means a total of
2,700 over a two-and-one-halfyear period.
At the height of this Polish
•-•-exodus in 1969. Jews were arriving in Copenhagen at the
rate of more than 100 a week.
Now there are still about 30
arriving each month, many of
whom are friends and relatives of those already settled
in Denmark_
Many of these people would
not meet the conditions for
asylum under the international convention according to
which they must prove they
are victims of political oppression.
"But,- says Danish Refugee Council Secretary-Gener-

By JOHN VAN GIESON
Associated Press Writer
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP)
— Folks who have been dropping spare change into the tin
cup of blind street singer N. L.
Williams are doing double
takes over the sight of his
gleaming new guitar.
Williams, 47, has been a
street corner fixture in
Tallahassee since 1963, singing
gospel songs in his guttcral
baritone and strumming a battered old guitar patched around
the edges with tape.
He lives on $91 a month in
state aid to the blind and the $5
or so he makes a day from his
sidewalk serenades.
A news story about Williams,
who said he's "been making it
fine" and wished only for a radio and a new guitar, brought
quick results.
Ralph S. Seney, a Buffalo,
Wyo., drug store operator,
mailed a pocket-sized transistor
radio and Mrs. Paul S. Stephan
of Sandusky, Ohio, sent a $100
check to buy the new guitar.
Dallas pastor William Millsaps sent $10, Owen BlankenNovember 9, 1972
ship of Greenville, Tex., forADULTS 104
warded $5 and $3 arrived in a
NURSERY 9.
letter from somewhere in
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Texas addressed with a picture
DISMISSALS
William Gillard Ross, 1608 of the street singer captioned
a
N. L. Williams on
Locust Dr., Murray, Mrs. Betty
, 730 Fairlane, Tallahassee street corner."
Meadows
Louise
-uman
it
calls
sen
Christen
"Well, dreams will come
Murray, Mrs Faye Clark Wells,
brella" for all the organiza316 ,Sha Wa Circle, Murray, true," Williams said Thursday.
tions and assaciations who
William Nelson Murdock, Rt. 7, "You know, all you've got to do
help refugees in one way or
inhip
Murray, Mrs. Darius Olhausen is believe in God."
members
Its
another.
He called his unseen friends
Cain, 1124 David, Mayfield,
cludes a dozen or so organizaMrs. Cora Mae Smith, Rt. 8, "very wonderful," adding
tions, from the Danish Jewish
Community to Caritas DenBenton, James Neal Hopwood, "most of all I thank God. If it
mark, and even the Danish
Rt. 2, Box 356, Murray, Mrs. hadn't been for Him I never
National Council of Women.
Kizzie Ann Cantrell, 1207 Peggy would have had it."
Some of the members conTallahassee Mayor James
Ann Dr., Murray, Mrs. Jessie
cern themselves directly with
Gardner Dunn, Rt. 3, Benton, Ford presented the $100 check
aid to refugees; for others,
Allen Henley, Rt. 1, Mayfield, to Williams at a City Council
• refugees are simply one of
Mrs. Mattie Murrell Burkeen, meeting. Williams endorsed the
their concerns. Some of the
check with an X, and it was
Rt 1. Almo.
member organizations play
cashed at City Hall.
an active role in receiving and
Americans buy $50 million
Sgt. Billy Hudson of the
;
rehabilitating the refugees
worth of suntan aids and
Tallahassee Police Department
others may show their consunburn soothers every year.
took Williams shopping and
cern by their efforts to inform
S. said the street singer studied
Harry
t
Presiden
pubthe
of
support
obtain
and
Truman set up the first and the market carefully before setlic.
onl) horseshoe pitching court tling on a Japanese guitar.
Thus the DRC functions as -,on the White House lawn.
"He liked the sound and the
feel of it better than any, and
he's real tickled with it," Hudson said.
Williaftis said his wants are
now satisfied.
"I never worry about fine
cars, clothes, land and things
like that because after you go
you ain't going to carry it with
you," he said. "All I want on
this earth is a good living."

al Arne Piel Christensen,
"there can be other discriminations that are not spelled
out in the convention. They
can be victims indirectly
through educational discrimination, for example."
So, Denmark has not been
the least bit sticky about applying the convention and has
not even made selective restrictions. If the arrivals belong to a group known to be
victims of discrimination, the
Danish Ministry of Justice
grants asylum.
In the three or four weeks
between the day the refugee
arrives and the day his request for asylum is formally
granted, he is the joint responsibility of the Danish police and the Refugee Council
(DRC), the private agency
which administers the government's budget for refugees. The DRC takes over
completely once asylum is
granted.
"In a welfare society,
streamlined and effective,
such as Denmark's, I believe
it would be impossible for a
refugee to make his own way,
to fit into society and the
economy," says Christensen.
The DRC itself is an example of the streamlined services. The council is not just
a coordinating organization.

CAPITAL TOUCH

Blind Street
Singer Gets
New Guitar

an arm of all the private organizations in Denmark which
are really closely concerned
with refugees. First and foremost blessing which results
from this centralizing of concern as well as action, falls on
both the refugees and the organizations themselves. It
means the refugee who arrives in Copenhagen, usually
penniless and always traumatized, doesn't have to get on
the merry-go-round to seek
housing from one agency,
food from another and professional or educational advice
as well as religious fraternity
and interpreting assistance
from a myriad of others. On
the other hand, it means making most efficient use of all
the assistance available to the
refugee.
Denmark's Ministry of Social Affairs pays the basic
bills of all refugees given
asylum for the first year, but
the DRC does the job.

Hospital Report

TV's medical shows
getting help from AMA
By EDWARD NEILAN
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON — There
seems to be a doctor shortage
everywhere, except on television.
After a hard day's work at
the hospital a surgeon seeking
some relaxation at home after
dinner might turn to TV and
see more of the same — Marcus Welby performing an appendectomy or Dr. Kildare
smoothing over some ultrahospital bickering.
A tally of the mayor television network medical shows
for the new season reveals
that at least one appears
every evening of the week except Monday and Thursday.
Tuesday night leads with four.
Eight entries by ABC, CBS
and NBC appear weekly during prime time. The ninth
show — "Dr. Kildare" — is
syndicated and is broadcast
at the time selected by local
stances.
The American Medical Association grew weary of fighting the television doctor
shows. Now the AMA has
"joined 'em," in effect, by of-

Now, at Taylor Motors, Inc.

INTRODUCING
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH
1973

.
CHRYSLER NEW YORKER '73
D.
THE CAR CHANGE
THE IDEA DIDN'T.

CIDAA

The Chrysler heritage of great engineering
innovation lives on in the new 1973 Chrysler
New Yorker.

SPACE DUSTER

PLYMOUTH

PART COUPE.
PART WAGON.
PART MAGIC.

Part of the beauty
is the lasting quality.

FURY

Not just the standard electronic ignition.
not just the Torsion-Quiet Ride, or the
great new styling ... it's the way this Fury
,s built to last longer than ever before.

A new concept in Plymouth economy.
All the great features of the regular
Duster, plus new fold-down rear seat,
and sliding sun roof options

•
011

TAYLOR MOTORS, Inc.

Phone 753-1372

Resort Parks
To Serve On
Thanksgiving
If you are within reach of one
of Kentucky's nine state resort
parks open year round, why not
save the cook at your home this
Thanksgiving and treat the
family to an appealing and
varied buffet menu at a park
dining room?
not
is
Thanksgiving
necessarily strictly for the
offers a
birds—the buffet
choice of Young Tom Turkey
with Kaintuck Cornbread
Dressing, Baked Sugar Cured
Ham with holiday fruit sauce,
or Pilgrim Roast Round of Beef
au jus, "carved on the line."
A variety of vegetables and
assorted congealed and tossed
salads will be available as well
as a relish tray. Top off your
meal with mincement pie or
pumpkin pie or Kentucky Rifle
Rum Cake.
Serving time for the buffet
will be from 12:00 noon until
8:00 p.m. The price for adults is
$3.50, and for children 12 years
of age and under, $1.50.
The nine resort parks serving
the Thanksgiving Buffet are:
Kentucky Dam Village, at
Gilbertsville; Lake Barkley,
near Cadiz; Barren River Lake,
Lucas; Cumberland Falls,
Butler
General
Corbin;
Carrollton; Lake Cumberland,
Jamestown; Carter Caves,
Olive Hill; Jenny Wiley,
Prestonsburg, and Natural
Bridge, Slade.
The Department of Parks
says reservations are not
necessary, just drive in with
your appetite whetted for a
Thanksgiving feast.
In one . section of Cairo,
Egypt, 200,000 Oersons- visitecentrai market place every
morning to bit) and sell_fruits
and vegetables.
Cactuses may-reach 50 feet
tall and weigh 10 tons.

fering to advise on technical
aspects.
A recent issue of the American Medical News, publication of the AMA,devoted a full
page — amid its contents of
technical articles — to evaluating and discussing the various shows.
"The medical show is the
most basic format in TV,"
said David Victor, executive
producer of the "Marcus Welby, M.D." series. "We all
identify immediately with a
medical situation. Series
based on the dramatic premise of life and death are a TV
staple."
This year producers sold
four new medical shows to
supplement the ailments andor triumphs of "Marcus Welby, M.D.;" "Medical Center," "The Bold Ones,"
"Emergency" and "Police
Surgeon."
"Dr. Kildare" is back with
a new cast and new format.
Other newcomers are
"Temperature's Rising," "MA-S-H" and "Little People."
This has doubled the workload of the AMA's physicians'
advisory committee on television, radio and motion pic-

tures(PAC), whose members
— when invited by a producer
or writer — review the scripts
for medical accuracy, medical plausibility and professional ethics.
The Southern Californiabased committee members
give of their time and knowledge because they are concerned with the accuracy of
medical entertainment and
because, as they readily concede, they're show biz buffs.
"For me, this satisfies a
certain need," a psychiatrist
on the committee was quoted
by the AMA News. "I'm a
frustrated ham."
Significantly, many of the
actors and producers are
frustrated doctors.
David Hartman, star of
"The Bold Ones," is one.
He has conceived many of
the story ideas for the series
and been actively involved in
the research. David Levinson,
the show's producer, is a physician's son. In the past "The
Bold Ones" had consisted of
rotating series including
shows not only about physicians, but lawyers, policemen
and senators. This season, it's
all medical.
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Birth and
the Blues sziu
Birth. It's an exciting, wonderful moment
for anxious parents. We at Blue Cros0
and Blue Shield*' are proud that over
300,000 babies have been born to
Kentucky parents covered under our
family plans. And the second these
babies are born, they are covered by
their parent's plan too.
But you don't have to be starting a family
to find a Blue Cross and Blue Shield plan
to suit your needs. We have programs
for individuals, college students and
for growing families—even a plan to
supplement Medicare for people over
65. Or, ask your employer about our
employee group plans. Whatever Blue
Cross and Blue Shield program you
select, you'll have financial help to
meet today's health care costs.
Additional benefits are available to
eligible Kentuckians through the
Extended Benefits Endorsement.
Extended Benefits adds and increases
specified benefits—out-of-the hospital,
during and following hospitalization.
Sure Blue Cross and Blue Shield cover a
lot of births, but that's just the beginning.
Write today for more information about
the plan that suits your needs. There's no
obligation. And no salesman will call.

By Nevyle Shac
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Our only business is helping
you get good health care
you can afford

Kentucky BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD
3101 Bardstown Rd. Louisville. Kentucky 40205
Without obligation sen&Blue Cross and Blue Shield
nongroup information (Check all items that apply 1
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Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Neither fear to step into a new
or chana* picture, nor step in
before you are ready. Know
your ground sufficiently and
that of associates, too.
TAURUS
lApr. 21 to May 21)
Influences
highly
stimulating: overzealousness,
overreaching could tempt.
Hasty words and deeds could
cause unwarranted confusion;
leave scars, too. Be moderate.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
You
may face some
unexpected opposition, but keep
temper even. Congeniality and
a philosophical outlook will
keep things going smoothly.
Gains possible.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 40
0
While you await new
developments or results of
efforts, proceed with other good
plans, ideas. Don't sit back,
satisfied
with
previous
endeavors — or gains.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23)
Don't get into time-wasting,
wordy discussions, but do sit
down to talk over whatever
must be worked out. A day in
which to keep on the ball, be
accurate.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 231 NP%.
Experiences of the past may
give you the clues to best
handling of the day's action.
With j,roper procedure, you
should do well now.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Erase slate for a clean, fresh
beginning, even though old
matters carry over. In this
manner, you can brighten your
outlook, will be more responsive
to unexpected changes.

ri

SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Enthusiasm must be properly
channeled to be effective. Do
not go to extremes on this
generally stimulating day.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) *I°
No matter what activity you
had planned for this day, you
may have to rnark time until
others are ready, but don't
chafe or fret; use the time for
re-evaluating.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 10
Don't scatter your enet•gies as
you keep the boll rolling. Things
are not as difficult as they may
seem. Confer with others on
matters of mutual concern.

MUNSEY POPCORN POPPER
GE SHAVE CREAM DISPENSER
Hot, moist shave cream at his fingertips
every morning. Uses any standard
oerosol cream. Brackets for wall moun-

Automatically butters corn as it pops
. . no shaking or stirring. Heating
element shuts off automatically and
cleaning the durable, hard surface is
a snap! 4-qt. capacity with see-thru

ting.

cover.

Model C-P3
Reg. '9.97

$808
GE STYLING COMB
Dries his hair while giving it more body
and style. Perfect gift for all your men
dad, son, even randad.

Automatic toaster takes the watchand -worry out of making breakfast
toast. Hinged crumb troy for easy
cleaning, slim design for easy storage.

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
If it will help to clear up a
situation in sensible fashion,
don't turn down any feasible
suggestion. But discriminate
between the astute and the rash.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
A shifting of certain situations
indicated; perhaps conditions
altering. You should be in on the
movements and plans.

2s•

Model 20722

YOU BORN TODAY are, in
some ways, a dual personality.
You have an extremely
frivolous side which, if you
emphasize, could lead to
bohemianism and a complete
waste of your many talents. On
the other hand, there's the
serious side which, if developed
along with your fine abilities,
could bring you to top-flight
success. You could shine in the
world of science — especially in
medicine, chemistry,
tninerology or engineering. But
you also have creative
inclinations and may take up
art or music as a career.
Birthdate of: Charles Lyell,
geologist; Prince Charles, of
England.

Your new Westinghouse automatic
coffeemaker is designed to release
full coffee flavor as it perks, giving
you a consistently good cup of coffee, whether you make 2, 4, 6 or 8
Cups at a time.

8 TRACK 2CHANNELS/8 TRACK
4CHANNELS QUADPHONIC
CARTRIDGE TAPE PLAYER
8 Track Stereo Tape Player with Quad Sound
Conventional 8 track stereo tape cartridges can also be played
Also stereo phono records can be reproduced through the
inputs provided

WALTZ LENGTH FLANNEL GOWN -.

Outdoor Lore

Warm and comfy sieepwitor for a
winter night. Assorted patterns and
colors in sizes SisAl.

COLEMAN HEATER

Compare at 2.79

3500 BTU heater for campers,
fisherm•n, hunters. Model 512A.
R•g. 24.88

LAYER-A-LOOK SMOCK TOPS Pop over turtle neck sweater or long
sleeve blouse and create your own
layer look! Polyester-cotton blend for
easy care in combination prints.
Sleeveless, ruffled scoop neck, pocket
front. Sizes Wt..

E SHIELD'
lucky 40205
Blue Shield
that apply)

65 or over
MLT 1T122
interested in
re employees)

By Nevyle Shackelford • University of Kentucky College of kgncultuze
About everybody knows ground hog; how that the state
that the ground hog is a of New Hampshire had proweather prophet, that it often nounced it "destitute of any
plunders gardens, and that its interesting qualities" and put a
hide makes good shoe strings 10 cent bounty on it; and that
and lace leather for mending it should be killed and the
harness. But many may not he bounty collected to help pay
aware that this little varmint for the cabbages it had eaten.
Ezekiers speech pleased his
launched Daniel Webster upon
his long and distinguished father very much, and then he
career as a lawyer and states- called upon Daniel to take the
man. Anyway the story comes floor.
Daniel's speech began thusdown to us that Webster's very
first court case was in defense ly: "God made the ground hog.
He made him to live free in the
of a ground hog.
fields and green woods and
with as much right to life as
other living things.
"God gives us our food. He
gives us all we have; and shall
we not spare a little dumb creature that has as much right to
his share of God's gifts as we
have to ours?"
Then young Daniel went on
to state that the ground hog
had never broken the laws of
It all happened one summer his nature or the laws of God
in the hills of New Hampshire as man often does; that he was
when one of these critters took not fierce like the wolf or the
up residence and began doing fox; and that he harmed nothaway with the vegetables in the ing but a few plants that he ate
garden of Webster's father, a. to keep himself alive. "Shall we
county judge and farmer.
be so selfish," he concluded,
Since the varmint was de- "as to take from him that life
priving Daniel and his brother, which God give to him?"
Ezekiel, of many good things
At this last remark, as the
to eat, they decided to trap the old story goes, tears started in
thief. In this endeavor, they the eyes of the judge. The
were successful but with the father's heart was stirred and
victim at their mercy, the he felt that God had given him
question arose as to what to do a son whose name would some
with it.
day be known to the world.
Ezekiel wanted to kill the Jumping to his feet, he dashed
prisoner forthwith, but the the tears from his eyes and
more tender-hearted Daniel cried out: "Ezekiel, let the
wanted to carry it far over the ground hog go!"
hills and let it go. Since they
Despite Webster's plea, the
couldn't agree, they decided to ground hog mows down gartake the case to their father, dens, digs holes that cattle may
the judge, for his opinion.
stumble in and br•-.ak their legs,
Listening to their stories, piles up heaps of earth that
Judge Webster suggested that often wrecks farm machinery,
they hold court. "I will be the and, in general, is an all-around
judge," he said, "and you shall pest. It is, however, a to
be the lawyers; and you shall and self-sufficient little critter
each plead your case for or and despite dogs, guns, traps,
against the prisoner."and -Poisons long used against
Ezekiel opened the case. He it, still flourishes over most of
recounted the evil deeds of the North America.
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COLEMAN STOVE

Reg.

Camper s delight .
. durable,
dependable Coleman stove with two
burners

22.88

Model 4136499 $1788
COLEMAN FUEL

LADIES POLYESTER KNIT SLACKS
Easy core polyester, now-style flare leg

Stock up now for the winter campouts at special savings.
Reg. 1.17
Limit 2

in herringbone pattern. Sizes 8 to 18
in black, grape, mulberry, navy Of

brown.

c

Revolutionary new gas filter guarantees clogproof performance Solid brass burner, UL listed plus Bernz0Matic
quality. Available Nashville area stores only

Strong, lightweight
with center focus.
7X maginification and

TIE-UP PUMP
Smart pump with perforated
trim. Grained vinyl upper, eyelet
tie on vamp. Straight medium
heel. Sizes to 10 in brown or

35MM coated
objective lenses
Includes carrying
case and straps.

black.

Don't Wait Too Late! Use Our
Lay-Away No Extra Char.e!
LADIES AND TEENS
PUNCH TRIM OXFORD
Smooth oxford with antique finish uppers, scalloped 3-eyelet tie
and stitched extension sole. Sizes
to 10 in brown.
Reg. 6.59

LADIES MOON BOOTS
75% acrylic-25% stretch
nyloh fun boot. Change of-pace footwear in white,
pink, blue, maize, red, or

black.

LITTLE GIRLS SLACK SETS
Tun s'y le top over flare blacks Assorted
solids
Compare at 4.99

COSMETIC PUFFS
Make-up must at special savings. Stock
upl

3fØf 97c
9

GIRLS 7 to 14
••••••011CORDUROY JEANS
Flare style wide-wale corduroy
jeans. . choose styles with cargo
pockets, grommet patch pockets,
button trim-pleot front or buckle
fatigue flap pockets. Some with
button stud trim, too! All for the
now gall

Compare
at 3.99

77

Compare at 49'

SOFT AND DRI DEODORANT
Delicate and gentle porder deodorant
in 8 or size. Great value!
VOI P.OTO Silt( FINISH

COLOR ENLARGEMENT SPECIAL

s s 7 C0100
. ENLARGEMENT
nom serr ipow0.1)
01100.4.1

2
".

Compare at 1.79

Bel Air Shopping Center
* ACRES OF FREE PARKING *
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

Reg. 1,44

GERITOL 40's
Feel better and save money on 40 tablet bottle of Geritol tablets at Big K

•
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Mental Health
Awards Given

Winter Living Was Different In 1772
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BLOOD DONOR
William Blake, 63, of Twickenham. England, recently gave
his 130th pint of blood to the
Greater,London Red Cross. He
has been donating blood since
1932.
There.are 7 millipn hunters
in America, says tTse National
Shooting Sports Foundation.
Alligators were placed under
the protection of the Endangered Species Act in 11969.
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FRANKFORT, Ky.—Many of
the ears which were funneling
in election news last week will
have only a brief rest before
they begin straining to hear
news from the tobacoo market.
Every indication is that what
they hear will be reports of a
fine year for the Kentucky
tobacco market—easy listening
for growers and buyers alike.
While farmers finish up
stripping, -the
Kentucky
Department of Agriculture is
making final preparations to
send out market reports.
Department inspectors also are
checking tobacco scales which
may report up to 60 million
more pounds of tobacco this
year than last.
The department's Division of

Weights and Measures has been
busy since
mid -October.
Besides receiving licenses from
each of the state's tobacco
markets, they have had four
two-man crews, on the road
almost constantly. Those eight
men are checking the 400 to 500
scales which must all be
certified before the markets
open to receive tobacco Nov. 10.
According to George Johnson,
director of the Weights and
Measures Division, each scale
is checked with standard
weights. Accuracy is verified at
50 pounds and then checked in
50 pound increments up to more
than 800 pounds. This is more
than adequate since the weight
of a basket of tobacco is limited
to 700 pounds.

When a scale doesn't measure
up to standards, a seal is placed
on it until the scale can be
repaired and re-checked. The
men will check all scales at 220
Kentucky tobacco markets, a
task which sometimes keeps
them working into the night. A
number of scales were turned
down on their first inspection
this year and with the sales
beginning Nov. 20, the division
is a little busier than usual.
After the tobacco begins to
come in, the teams will still be
occupied spot checking scales
and re-weighing tobacco. Every
warehouse must be checked at
least twice a week. The scales
can
lose their calibration
through use, so nothing can be
left to chance.
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TOBACCO HARVEST 1972—Kentucky's 1971 burley crop soon will be hitting warehouse floors
around the state and growers can expect a big year. The U.S. Department of Agriculture estimates
last year's total may be exceeded by as much as 60 million pounds. Increased yields of 250 pounds or
more per acre are expected and prices should reflect an increased demand.

est

TUESDAY SPECIAL
You!

Tomorrow, is the day! Come on in,
filler up at the ASTRO and we will wash your
car Shiny Bright ... and the Wash is on us!
That's right . •FREE!
* STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS *
* CHEVRON GAS *

Astro Car Wash
Free Self-Service Vacuum, Too II

1002 Chestnut Street

The Division of Weights and
Measures is responsible for
seeing that tobacco baskets are
not over five feet in height,
weigh less than 700 pounds, and
that the sales in a given market
do not exceed 360 baskets per
hour. These rules are not at all
arbitray, they are intended to
insure that all bids are visible to
the auctioneer, that tobacco in
the bottom of the baskets is not
damaged, and that sales
proceed in an orderly manner.
Agriculture's Division of
Markets is getting ready to see
that up-to-date market information is sped on its way.
Installing telephones in its
Louisville office, and lining up
tobacco market news reporters
who will call in the pounds and
prices, the division doesn't have
time on its hands between
election day and Thanksgiving.
A reporter is needed for each
of the state's 32 market areas.
According to John Hanley,
supervisor of market news for
the division, the position is parttime and seasonal; reporters
have to be obtained each year
for the market. Forms are
mailed out to reporters explaining the procedures and
what information to call in each
day.
The reports are compiled
daily and sent to wire services
and newspapers, giving up-todate data on the number of
pounds sold, and average and
total prices.
This year's reports should
contain a lot of good news.
According to U.S. Department
of Agriculture statisticians, the
yield per acre may be as high as
250 pounds above last year's
levels.
Last year's total of 326 million
pounds could be increased to as
much as 395 million pounds.
USDA estimates indicate
that, with stripping more than
one-third
complete
most
growers will be at or near their
quotas and that demand will be
large enough to readily consume the supply.

By GAIL MILLER
Fresno Bee Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky—
FRESNO, Calif. (AP)
American Forestry Association
1AFA) officials estimate at — "Marriage is a national
least 40 million acres should be institution, like getting a
planted to trees in the United driver's license," declares
States during the nest decade to Fresno County Family Court
marriage counselor Leland
meet future demands for wood
Bergstrom.
and wood products.
"It is up to us to see if these
AFA announced that estimate teen-agers are qualified to be
at the recent National Tree married. just as it is up to the
Planting Conference in New Department of Motor Vehicles
Orleans. Forestry leaders from to see if they are qualified to
all 50 states and from several drive a car."
Bergstrom and a staff of five
foreign countries attended the counselors
and volunteers in
conference to chart national the Fresno County Family Sertree planting needs.
vices Division conduct the
State Forestry Director counseling sessioas required
Harry Nadler, who attended the for underage couples remeeting, said tree planting questing court consent to maralready is well underway in ry•
Surprisingly, Bergstrom
Kentucky. The state Divison of
Forestry plans to plant 500,000 says, many times the news of
acres in trees during the next 10 the court's requirements for
the counseling sessions comes
years.
quite unexpectedly to underage
Of AFA's 40-million-acre teens applying for a marriage
estimate, the federal govern- license
"We have tried to forewarn
ment will plant 10 million acres
and private industry is com- young people they will have to
mitted to 10 million acres. State comply with these rules, but the
word just doesn't seem to travgovernments will be respon- el. Usually,
they don't find out
sible for planting the remaining about them until they make
20 million acres.
their application for a license
He added that one big prob"Tree planing need to be done
now," Nadler said. "Every day, lem is that some couples come
that tree planting is delayed is, in just a few days before the
wedding, not knowing the
a day lost to tree growth."
classes take a week to comNadler pointed out that, while
plete. The wedding cake is ormore trees now are being grown
dered, the church is reserved,
that cut, ticnber demands invitations
are out and the
generated by population in- couple is stunned to find they
creases could surpass the
have been denied permission to
amount of wood available if
marry because they have not
supplies aren't increased.
attended the counseling sessions. In such cases the couple
must either postpone the wed-ding or go out of the country to
be married
Although nearly all pastors
and churches conduct some
type of marriage counseling
('apt. Etigene Vaughn, 53, the sessions, as do many schools,
l'an Am pilot who was involved few are considered adequate by
in the killing of a North Viet- Bergstrom.
'So far, no school program in
namese skyjacker in Saigon recently, returned to his home in the country is adequate:' he
Phoenix, Ariz., to find that it asserts. "And most clergy do
pastoral counseling, but they
had been wrecked.
don't get into the family planAnimal intestines, paint, ning aspects of marriage. Most
broken bottles and signs of them are happy someone else
Nearly 8,000 miles of hedge- written in animal blood were
is doing it."
rows, half of them in Norfolk, found in the back garden and
Bergstrom says he is exEngland, have been destroyed swimming pool.
tremely pleased with the way
since World War II, according
to
researchers
at
the
University of Eat Anglia in
Norwich.
Woodland areas are now being mapped which could act as
small nature reserves so that
• the-country does—not lose its
wild life, which relies on hedgerows for nesting purposes.
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Skyjack pilot's
home wrecked

8,000 miles of
hedgerows lost

The median income is $379 a
month.
Of the total 454 applications.
in 169 cases the female was
pregnant. The applications
were approved in 80 of the
cases, denied in eight cases,
with 81 not returning

BEST
NON-BELTED
4-PLY TIRE

6.5(:)-13 Tubeless Blockwoll

2

for $304
E •. Eopt

plc 1

SILENT GUARD II
nylon cord pies and e• ,deep trood laced with spacer laor, •
long milleoge, exc•Ilent traction
protection from impacts and rood L.
ords...all of prices thot ore cliff;
to match.
Four hefty

The oldest male applying for
permission to marry a minor
was 38 years old and the eldest
female was 25. The youngest
male asking for court consent
was 15 and the youngest female
13.

PRICES INCLUDE SHIPPING,
MOUNTING anti Fed. Ex. Tax

Coughs cause 1 in 4
visits to the doctor

TUBELESS WHITEWALLS
T..
EACH
SIZE
F78-14 7,75-14 526.34 552.68
59.04
G78-14 8.25-14 29.52
61.14
G78-15 8,25-15 30.57

The most common ailment in
the doctor's office is the ordinary cough, with almost one
patient in four having this trouble, according to the Royal College of General Practitioners.
The next most common
symptom is a rash. Complaints
about weakness and tiredness
come only 13th on the survey's
list.
HIGHWAY SAFETY
In 1970, 2.68 persons were
killed per 100 million miles of
travel on the Interstate system,
compared with 5.16 on other
roads.

1178-15 8.55-15

33,68

67.35

SEARS CRUSADER
Sears lowest priced new tire.
Has 4-ply nylon cord body.

4for$406°drlY'''
tiro

mOUNTED ON YOUR CAR

Sears
SCANS, 111081VCX AND CO.

Office
Catalog Sales
shoppong center
Soutnsucte
Murray,

Ky
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A Gift From Santa

LUNAR SAMPLES
More than 200 teams of scientists in the United States and 16
foreign countries are now engaged in lunar sample analysis.
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For all 1973 Christmas Clubs opened before
Thanksgiving, a FREE Looney Tune Cartoon
Money Bank!!
—uur Lonvement limo rians—

S
•

SPORT
COATS

JAW SHIRTS
5 for

2 for

ogc

Come into the Lxtraordinary Bank and let us tell
you about all the Christmas Club plans available.
We'll arange the amount and payment schedule that
will be most convenient for you.
Then, when your next holiday season begins, we'll
have the money to make Christmas merry and
carefree for you.
Let us be the extraordinary Santa Claus that
covers all your Christmas spending.

Laundered to Perfection

99c

It is extraordinary what we can do for
let us.

r

Weekly Payment

Amount of Club

505
:1
'2
:3
'4
:5
'10

'25
50
'100
'150
'200
'250
'500
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One HOUR
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Central Shopping Center

PEOPLES ,BANK

returned to you

•
folded or on
•
•
•
hangers
•
•

MURRAY

•

•

Open 7 a.m.-6 p.m. Phone 753-9084
•
•

the sessions are conducted and
emphasizes that counselors do
not tell couples they should or
should not get married nor that
they should or should not use
birth control.
"We are only here to inform
and encourage the young people
to discuss these problems. he
said.
How many couples are denied permission to marry? Statistics gathered in a descriptive
study of the teen-age marriage
applicants in Fresno County
from March 1 to Dec. 1 period
indicate that of 454 total cases
approaching Family Court, 205
were approved. 21 were denied
consent, 34 were of questionable status and 194 couples did
not return for the counseling
sessions.
The latter number is a mysterious statistic of grave concern
to Bergstrom.
.
"We don't know what happens to them," he said. "Some
probably go elsewhere to be
married, perhaps others change
their minds and decide not to
get married after all. We just
don't know."
The average male applying
for court consent is 19.9 years
old and the average female is
16.7 years old.
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Underage Teens Counseled
On Marriage By Courts
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Plant Trees
Now, Forestry
Official Urges
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Down Concord Way...

Mr. and Mrs. Quillus Knight Now
Home After Tour, Western States

THE FEMALE EXECUTIVE

Recall the
kerosene
lamp?

Top-level managers hail
from 'ideal' families

get you
a
0311

Your borne &mid get you lois of monev-txr
any way you want. And you don't have to ;;e11
your home to get it.
Signs. That's what we're looking for. Good
signs of good people. And tin fart that you're a
It tells us you're a
homeowner is a good
solid citizen. We want to make big loans to p(srple like you.
Phone us if you want a lot of monev for an V
purpose. To'an.rsol idate your de6ts. To buy another car. To ease Your budget. "fo improve
your home.To send a son to college. Anything
at all. You'll like our people-tO-ixsrple service,
where you're alwav.
r

Loans and financing in any amount up to
$7,500, including loans on real estate

CREA01.4.1/E/tf(. 1

RIFT

Murray
In Bel-Air Center
Ph: 753-5573
Ross Wilder, Mgr

There was a sense of peace
and quiet that could never be
found at any other time or
place.
Unfortunately, this custom
has practically passed into
- oblivion. Very - few .bouses.
have front porches anymore
and even if they did have, nobody has time to sit on them.
As for sunsets, there are too
many tall buildings in the way
for anybody to see One, and it
would be a brave bird who
tried to twitter above the roar
of traffic, the scream of sirens
and the blare of TVs.
But even fifty years ago the
time finally came when everyone went into the house,
and then it was time to light
the lamps. There was usually
a big brass lamp with a fancy
shade - maybe green glass
with gold trimmings, or white
with pansies or roses painted
on it -on the living room center table, and everyone gathered around this until bedtime_ Father would have his
newspaper, rwther her neverempty mending basket and
the children either books, puzzles or games.
In the winter time, of
course, the lamps were
lighted earlier, and the hanging lamp in the kitchen, which
could be pulled down on a
chain to be lighted and then
raised again, shed its soft
glow over the supper table.
At bedtime everyone took
his or her particular glass
lamp from the shelf in the
kitchen, turned back the
chimney, applied a lighted
match to the wick and replaced the chimney. Then, off
to bed, with the lamp lighting
the way and casting mysterious shadows such as no electric light ever dreamed of.
When you were ready for
bed you either blew out the
light or turned it down low to
burn dimly all night. And
there it would be, winking in
such a friendly way if you
woke up in the night.
And next morning somebody went around and collected all the lamps and
brought them down to the
kitchen to be washed and p41'shed and refilled with kerosene
And there they waited patierttly on the shelf until once
more it was evening and time
to light the lamp.
TIRE TALK
It is estimated that Americans will spend a recotd ;1.9
billion W pnrchase 148 million
new replacement auto tires this
year - enough to equip a third
of all cars in the U.S.

Editor's Note: This is the
first of three articles about
women executives, what they
are like and how they achieve
success.
By C1MA STAR
Copley News Service
NEW YORK - Female managers tend to have a bad image.
Despite the current mood of
feminine enlightenment, the
woman executive is still stereotyped as cold, stern, impersonal, hyperefficient and unfeminine.
Although some businesswomen do have these characteristics, a recent study indicates that they are not the ones
who hold top-level positions.
In fact, it is only after a woman becomes more feminine,
more "people-oriented," that
she actually rises out of middle
management to the top, according to Dr. Margaret
Hennig, professor of management at Simmons College in
Boston.
The factors which enable a
woman to develop top management leadership qualities, according to the professor, stem
from a pattern which begins in
early childhood and continues
throughout her career.
Dr. Hennig's study of the
careers of 25 top-level (president or vice president of nationally recognized companies)
women from infancy to presidency shows some striking
similarities among them, with
some marked differences between their life-work styles and
those of men.
These-waraen, like most of
their male counterparts, are
now in their fifties or older, but
indications are that with certain modifications, young
career woman today can expect much the same patterns.
The similarities among the
women studied are so strong
that it is easy to draw a composite picture of Ms. Executive.
For example, all of the women studied were either the only
child, or the eldest in an all-girl
family. All of their families had
better than average financial
circumstances.
All of the women had a strong
relationship with the father
during Childhood, and all of
these fathers were either professional men or managers.
These were men who were
enthusiastic about their work,"
explained . Dr. Hennig. -They
brought it home with them.
They enjoyed their work and it
was an important part of their
lives."
Although men are often
driven to the heights of success
by memories of childhood deprivation -- material, emotional, or both -- this does not seem
to work for women in our society.
In every case, Ms. Executive
came from a "nearly ideal"
family situation. Her parents
had a "unique and strong relationship based on mutual respect."
There was never any conflict
about how to raise their child;
each thought that whatever the
other did was fine. From the
beginning, the growing girl saw
her parents as individuals, as
well as members of the family
constellation.
All the fathers encouraged
their daughters to depart from
traditional little girl roles. "If
the girl wanted to play baseball
with the boys, and the teacher
objected, the father would back
up the child," explains Dr.
Hennig. If the girl was interested in math or science or
sports, no one ever told her that
little girls should play dolls.
'The girl was treated as a
son might be treated - as an
individual - but she was never
raised as a substitute son.
There was never any denial of
her femininity."
The developing girl's first
initiation into the world of sexdifferentiated roles came when
she started school and it came
as a shock. However, she experienced only minimal conflict about this because of her
security in the solid support
and comfort of her parents.
The girl always knew that in
the face of conflict with teachers or peers, her parents would
stand up for her.
At this period, ages 5 toy 7,
three factors Were established
which remained throughout her
career. First, the relationship
with the father, a strong male
figure. Second, the concept of
the family as a retreat, a security base. Third, the way she
dealt with conflict, neither attacking nor retreating, but
simply denying or ignoring it.

Ms. Executive's mother
came on strong for the first
time in the girl's early
adolescence. While the mother
attempted to teach the girl the
facts of behavior and appearance for a young lady, there
was a certain amount of conflict between them. The father
never interfered during this
period. Finally, the girl gave in
somewhat, learned -some
semblance of traditional femininity" and then, by the age of
about 14, the mother let go.
According to Dr. Hennig, this
is a particularly important moment. "I think if the mother
had persisted beyond this
point," she says, "in forcing
the girl into traditional female
roles, it would have been the
end. She would have been terribly conflicted."
The result was a very independent teen-ager, with higher
than average ambition, a superior student, more geared to
career than domestic goals,
and increasingly seeking the
company of Young men.
"This was not for any sexual
reason," explains the professor. "Rather, she felt more
comfortable around men. They
had the same career objectives, interests, and spoke the
same language."
This exceptional young wornan was constantly faced with
lack of approval from other
girls her age, both in her teens
and college years. Rather than
fight this, she simply turned
away from the conflict.
However, she never rejected
traditional female concerns.
She simply didn't think they
were as important as other
women appeared to think. "She
never wished she were a nun,"
says Dr. Hennig, "she just
wished she had the same
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Coldwater News...

REMINISCE

by way of Bumpus Mills to visit
By Estelle Spiceland
the Henry Dawson's of Trigg
November 6, 1972
By now the votes will be County, hoping to see beautiful
By HELEN M. PAGEL
counted and will accomplish scenery, but the trees had lost
Copley News Service
wonders. But the main thing we their colors, "Tide and Time
Man."
for
no
wait
hope for is that the war will end.
Nowadays when it begins to
We toured the "Deep Woods"
Here in Concord, the sun has
get
dark you push a button or
been shining brightly for the a new residential section near flip a switch and immediately
fine
some
saw
and
Cadiz
beginning of November.
the room is flooded with light.
We are sorry that Mrs Harp homes. Boyd Champion, a And the same action extinof Harp's Grocery here has former Calloway Countian lives guishes the light when you've
near Cadiz.
been hospitalized awhile for a
finished with it. Except for reHarold Lassiter, another of placing a bulb occasionally,
concussion after a fall from a
horse while away on a visit. She ours, is minister of a lovely new nobody gives much thought to
church being erected in that electric lights, but just takes
is better.
section.
them pretty much for
Mrs. Aylon McClure has
But near Homer Boyd granted.
again been hospitalized at a Futrell's home we saw a picture
Even when an electrical
Nashville hospital for leg from life's other side which storm knocks out a transtreatment.
former or something breaks
haunts us..
Mrs. 011ie Knight Stubblefield
An old two story house, the the wires, the individual feels
is now recuperating at home finest of its day stood by the no responsibility for the caafter surgegy.
road side, almost hidden in lamity. He simply calls the
IGood Shepherd --efcfi" brush and weeds, of a neglected electric company and dewelcomes back Mr. and Mrs. yard. From the sagging porch mands instant restoration of
Quillis Knight who have been rails old cast off clothing service.
missed while touring the west. draped. All was ruin and
Now there is a great deal to
be said in favor of electric
The church is fortunate to dilapidation. '
lights, but they do lack the
have such new members as the
But it still remained the home
Claxtons who run the post office we heard of. A lone old man who personal touch. Fifty or sixty
years ago they were unknown
at Hamlin.
drowns his grief in drink. Not all
All the churches in the lake human interest stories are in in most homes, where the
kerosene lamp was the prinarea welcome the newcomers books, and that old house in
cipal of illumination.
from different states. They are
me more than any.
And there was plenty of perassets to our communities.
Mrs, Gladys Jarrett, a food sonal touch about a kerosene
The Mt. Carmel Boys, Mcand nutritionists in county
Clures and Bucys, went to home, also writes, and from her lamp.
Every single - morning
Memphis last Sunday and had home
so near Devil's Pulpit, someone had to go through the
their first "Bumac" record she overlooks a valley which house and collect
all the
made. They sing it "The Lights
before T.V.A., afforded some lamps - there might be anyof Home," and others at the
where from four or five to a
interesting history.
style show at New Concord
Almost in sight of her house dozen - and bring them to the
School Saturday evening.
was a small hut where Nathan kitchen.
Otis Lovins' daughter says
All the glass chimneys were
B. Stubblefield did exthat Colorado Springs was
removed and washed in warm
periments.
unprepared for the big snow of
But time has almost soapy water, then dried with a
last week, as there were no
obliterated all the foot prints of dish towel and polished with
snow plows. Road graders
another dry towel until they
those who trod those hills.
heaped the snow to the street
And only time can tell the sparkled. The wicks had to be
trimmed and the lamps filled
middles.
changes which will be wrought
with kerosene. Then they
We went Sunday after church — by future generations.
were set on a shelf in the
kitchen, all ready for evening.
In the summertime nobody
was in much of a hurry to light
the lamps. Most houses had
front' porches then, and the
family liked to sit there in the
evening twilight and watch
the sunset and listen to the
soft twittering of birds as they
settled down for the night.

or
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choices and freedoms that men
had."
In order to attain as many of
these choices as possible, Ms.
Executive chose a coed college
and a career-oriented major,
such as business administration, finance, economics, math
or history. By the time she
graduated, her sights were
firmly set on a lifetime career.
Next: Identity crisis makes
her more "people-oriented."

Hospital Report
November 8, 1972
ADULTS,.101
NURSERY ..9
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Wilkins (Mrs.
Sherry Sue Wilkins) Rt, 3,
Benton, Baby Boy MClure
Mrs. Brenda Katherine McClure), Rt. 2, Hazel.
DISMISSALS
Miss Teres Marie Ferguson,
New Concord, Master Tony
Chrstiopher Nall, Rt. 4,
Mayfield, Mrs. Hurie E.
Naheline, Rt. 7, Mayfield, Mrs.
Tennie Mathis Colson, 203 N.
16th St., Murray, Miss Jennifer
Leigh Kemp, 204 Patterson
Paris, Tenn., Miss Sheila Ann
Karnes, Rt. 1, Murray, Charles
Hassel Paschall, Rt. 3, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs.
Mary Helen
Watkins, No, 32 Hales Trailer
Ct., Murray, Mrs. Wilma Sue
Collins and Baby Girl, Rt, 2,
Calvert City, Mrs. Mary Ruth
Bufford, Rt, 5, Benton, Mrs.
Myrtie Vernell Allen, P.O. Box
88, Gilbertsville, Mrs. Carol Sue
Maupin and Baby Girl, 208 S.
9th St., Murray, Mrs. Batbara
Ann Scott, Rt,8, Box 8, Murray,
Harold Dean Jones, Rt. I, Mmo,
Finis James Griffith, P.O. Box
332, Murray, Mrs. Lela Frances
Taylor, 620 Broad St., Murray.

Many Persons In The Community
Are Patients In Hospitals Now
By Ophelia Bazzell
November 7. 1972
Mrs. James Morrell and
daughter have returned home
after a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Truman Turner, Mr. and Mrs.
Morell, and other relatives in
Kentucky.
Mrs. Earl Owens is doing fine
at Community Hospital in
Mayfield.
Mrs. Mary F. Haneline is a
patient at Western Baptist
Hospital in Paducah, third
floor.
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Hopkins were Noel
Robertson, Mrs. Dee Lamb,
Mrs. King and son.
Recent guests of Mrs. Lillie
Bazzell and Everett were Mrs.
Artis Fuqua, Mrs. Newell
Bailey, Mrs. Theron Crouch,
and Mrs. Herman Darnell. Mrs.
Mert Hall, Mrs. Herman
Darnell, Mrs. Lillie Bazzell, and
Mrs. Theron Crouch were
guests one afternoon the past
week of Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Smith.
Recent guests of Mrs. Mattie
Jones and Lois were Mr. and
Mrs. Burgess Marine, Hazel
Elliott, Miss Treva Peay,
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Carlene Lamb, Mrs. Earl
Lamb, Mrs, Merritt Jordon,
Mrs. Molly Cochran, Mrs,
Ophelia Bazzell, Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh Dowdy, Earl Owens, Mrs.
Algie Tabers and other.
Mrs. Hattie Watson spent the
weekend with relatives at
Coldwater and attended church.
Mrs. Sarah M. Sanderson was
a recent guest of Mrs. Cletie
Black.
Friday evening dinner guests
of Mrs. Sarah M.Sanderson and
Miss Treva Peay were Mr. and
Mrs. Edmond Gamble, Mr.
and Mrs. Nevil Pendergrass
and Mr. and Mrs. Brandon.
Recent guests of mine were
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Bazzell,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Davis,
Mrs. Ted Carroll, and Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Perich. They and
myself visited Mr. and Mrs,
Harry Wilkerson.
Mrs. Carl Hopkins visited her
brother, Truman Turner and
Mrs. Turner, and other friends
in Coldwater on afternoon the
past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Edwards
have moved to Kentucky near
Coldwater to make their home

WHAT TO DO WHEN
YOUR EARS FAIL

Ears today take a lot more abuse than
in the good old days. That's why you
should know what techniques are available to correct the most common hearing problems. Read the new 8-page
booklet by W. F. Carver, Ph.D., of the
Washington University School of Medicine, "The Facts About Nerve Deaf111111111161•111 ness," free from Beltone. Write:

W
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4201 W. Victoria St., Dept. 2339 Chicago, illinois 60646
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At Left --- A solid black polyester jumper with
button down front. $20.00 At Right - A
solid black bottom jumpsuit with wide flared
legs. Jumpsuit top is the layered look with
white sleeves and figured bodice. $38.00

"QUALITY IS OUR MOST
IMPORTANT PRODUCT
BUY WITH CONFIDENCE.
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Tech Clinches First
OVC Title Since 1961
By JOE EDWARDS
Associated Press Writer
The football trophies at
Tennessee Tech, perhaps the
loneliest creatures on campus,
have company on the way.
Tech clinched the OVC football title Saturday with a 19-7
victory over Austin Peay in
Clarksville, boosting the Golden
Eagles' conference record to 60 and their overall worksheet to
9-1.
The title is Tech's first since
1961 and seventh since OVC
play began in 1948. Other titles
came in 1953, 1955 and 1960 and
ties for the crown were in 1952
and 1958.
But Coach Don Wade says
the Golden Eagles hardly have
time to relax and enjoy their

achievement. Next Saturday
they host Middle Tennessee,
which is battling for the runnerup spot in the OVC.
"We win this title this week
and turn around and have to
defend it against Middle
Tennessee next week," Wade
said Saturday.
In the only other conference
action Saturday, Middle
East
buried
Tennessee
Tennessee 34-14. Non-conference slugging found Western
Kentucky pounding Butler 35-6,
Morehead falling to Illinois
State 20-0, Eastern Kentucky
tumbling to Appalachian State
55-7 and Murray clipping
Evansville 28-22.
Tech, certainly to be considered for a postseason bowl bid,
built up a 19-0 halftime lead
over Austin Peay by scoring 13
points in the last two minutes
before intermission.
The Golden Eagles led 6-0
when Butch Gentry kicked field
goals of 46 and 21 yards and
Ron Humphrey scored on a
pass from Mike Ledford that
covered 28 yards.
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'Dolphins Appear Headed For
Unblemished Season; Massacre
New England 52-0 On Sunday

Dupes said. "But they deserve
it." Austin Peay is now 1-5 in
the OVC and 3-6 overall.
Middle Tennessee moved to 41-1 in the conference by striking for 20 points in the first half
against East Tennessee while
holding the Bucs scoreless, then
adding 14 more `in the last
quarter to put the game out of
reach. East Tennessee is now 15 and tied with Austin Peay in
the conference cellar.

Colonels Mark
Second Victory

LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP I —
The Kentucky Colonels will carry a 7-7 record into a meeting
with Dallas here Wednesday
after recording their second
straight win over the week:grid
to break a three-game losing
streak.
The Colonels broke open a
tight game in the third quarter
and coasted behind Dan Issell
Austin Peay had good field to a 116-99 American Basketball
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS position twice in the fourth Association victory over the
Pikeville advanced the foot- quarter but the Tech defense, New York.Nets Saturday night.
Issell scored 36 points,
baH five yards .farther than which allowed the Goys only 88
Lynch in an overtime period yards total offense all day, dug snatched 20 rebounds and came
last night to win the Class A, in. The Goys were on the 1 for up with seven steals to ignite a
Region IV playoff game after four plays after an interference Kentucky barrage that lengththe teams had fought to a 22-22 call in the end zone but couldn't ened a 54-52 halftime edge.
New York, recording its sixth
deadlock in regulation play.
score.
The overtime victory, deterGov Coach Bill Dupes said straight loss on an 11-day road
mined by the statistical edge, Tech had "the best defense trip, appeared tired in the second half.
gave Pikeville the right to ad- we've played
against all year. .
Bill Melchionn and Billy
vance to Friday night's semiPaultz carried much of the
final playoff against Beechwood
-I hate to have Tech win the sets' offense, scoring 24 and
20
at Ft. Mitchell. 13eechwood is Championship
against us," points respectively.
the Class A, Region H champion.
Meanwhile,defending Class A
champion Trigg County rolled
to a 34-0 victory over Allen
County in a Region I playoff
Saturday night. Trigg County
now will face Richmond Madison Friday night at Hopkinsearly moments of the final
ville or Cadiz. The site will be
By MIKE BRANDON
period, Kirksey employed a full
determined today.
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
court press and managed to
In the Pikeville-Lynch game
Brilliant performances by
at Lynch, Pilceville pounced on Lindsey Hudspeth and Richie whittle away at the lead.
Kirks' pulled within six
one of Lynch's six fumbles of Richardson Saturday night
the game to set up a game- lifted the Murray Middle School points at 55-49 as Futrell and
tying touchdown.
T*ers to a 57-51 win over Lee Beach each hit two free
—..
41Ai1hack Chuck Huffman, Kirksey. The season opener for throws to bring the Eagles back
whose 20-point performance the Tigers was witnessed by a from, dr - 10 point deficit. With
tied him with Selby Grubbs of capacity crowd in the Middle only 19seconds left in the gam.
Futrell stole the ball on the
Triggs County for the state School gymnasium.
press and drove for two points
scoring lead at 196 points, went
Hudspeth and Richardson
over from the three to tie the fired in 21 points apiece and to pull Kirksey within four.
Jeff Oakley iced the game for
game.
controlled the boards to lift the
Pikeville began the extra pe- Tigers to the win. Not to be Murray by hitting on two
riod by kicking off to Lynch, overshadowed by the efforts of charity tosses with only three
but Lynch relinquished the ball -Hudspeth and Richardson was seconds remaining.
Murray' never trailed in the
at the Pikeville 46-yard-line. Kirksey's Tonuny Futrell.
ballgame as the Tigers came
Lynch then kicked off to PikeFutrell finished with a game
ville which registered a first high 34 points in besting his out strong in the first quarter.
down and made it to the Lynch season average of 32.6. Futrell's Murray rolled up a five point
lead before Kirksey pulled to
41 three plays later.
key steals in the closing minute
In Sunday play, St. Xavier of:lhe ballgame almost enabled within three at 13-10 at the
blanked Flaget 34-0 at Louis- the Eagles to come from behind quarter stop.
The lead went to as high as
ville in the season finale for and take the win.
points in the second
seven
both clubs.
After being down 46-33 in the
frame before the half ended
with Murray holding a 28-24
cushion.
Twice in the third period._
Kirksey managed to pull within
one point but the Tigers refused
to give ground and held on to the
lead. The third period ended
The ABA's games Saturday with the Tigers holding a 40-33
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Lenny Wilkens was acquired included: Kentucky 116, New lead to set the stage for the final
by Cleveland with the idea he York 99: Carolina 136, Virginia stanza.
Raymond Sims played an
might bring some stability to a 128; Denver 114, Memphis 111;
young, inexperienced team. It's Indiana 129, Utah 109 and San outstanding floor game for
Murray and just missed double
really to early to tell, but Diego 104, Dallas 103.
figures
as the little speedster
Sidney
Wicks' 25-foot jump
maybe, just maybe the Cavaliers have turned the corner in shot with four seconds on the pumped in eight points.
The preliminary game turned
the National Basketball Associ- clock gave Portland a victory
over Kansas City-Omaha. The out to be a real barnburner as
ation.
Wilkens was the player-coach Kings led 100-99 when Wicks Kirksey took an overtime 32-27
of the Seattle SuperSonics last caught an inbounds pass, jug- win over the Murray seventh
season. He was traded to Cleve- gled it for a moment, then let graders. Teddy' Futrell led the
land this year after resigning loose his accurate shot for two winners with 12 while Lamb
from his coaching position, and points. He finished the game tossed in eight. Alexander and
Sunday night he led the assault with 25 points and 13 rebounds. Watson each had six.
Frank Gilliam led Murray
The Blazers got their final
on his old charges as the Cavpoint on a techincal foul shot with nine while Perkins and
aliers beat the Sonics 113-107.
after KC-0 called an illegal Garland each had six. Thurman
and Wilson 'rounded out the
It was the first time in nine time out.
games that Cleveland had beatPhoenix won its fifth straight scoring with four and two
en Seattle and the loss extend- under General Manager Jerry
ed the Sonics' current losing Colangelo. Charlie Scott scored
Jardine Giving Up
streak to seven games.
33 points, but 20 came in the
The veteran guard controlled third quarter when the Suns hit
PROVIDENCE, R.I. AP) the game like Cleveland ex- 40 points.
Len Jardine, who left Purdue in
peCted him to do when they got
Neal Walk had 29 for Phoenix the Big Ten to try to restore
him. He handed out assists, re- while Fred Carter and John Q. Brown's Ivy League football
bounded and scored 22 points to Trapp each had 22 for Phila- fortunes, is giving up after five
share team honors with Austin delphia, which won its first years of utter frustration with
Carr.
game of the season Saturday the Bruins.
Elsewhere in the NBA Sun- night after a 15-game seasonBrown President Donald F.
day night, Portland edged Kan- opening losing streak.
Hornig announced Sunday that
sas City-Omaha 102-100 and
George McGinnis' 20-foot he had accepted Jardine's resPhoenix whipped Philadelphia jump shot with 35 seconds to ignation, effective with the sea119-108.
play clinched an Indiana victo- son finale against Columbia
Indiana downed San Diego ry. He hit 36 points to lead all Nov. 25.
124-119 in Sunday's American players and led • the Pacers
Jardine, whose teams have
Basketball Association action.
back from a 61-58 halftime defi- compiled a. 9-42-1 record, in• Ln Satarday'i'NBA games, it cit. .
cluding 4-35-1 in the Ivy
was Boston 121; ITeftdit- tit-Rag& INtrovitgot 27- points for _League, told Hornig he was reGolden State 103, New l'ork Indiana while Stew Johnson signing in the best interests of
102, overtime; Chicago HI, Bal- tallied 32 and Larry Miller 25 Brown University and my own
timore )06; Atlanta ill, Mil- for San Diego. an expansion personal future." Brown has
waukee 102 and Phoenix 114, team, which is 9-11 in its initial won only one of seven games
Houston 112.
this season.
season.
_

Trigg County
Advances In
Playoff Game
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By BRUCE LOW ITT
Associated Press Sports Writer
-I'm proud to get 100 wins,"
Miami Coach Don Shula said,
'but it is only really meaningful if it happened in a year
we get a world championship.
And the Dolphins looked every bit the champions Sunday.
They didn't just win. They
slaughtered New England 524
to run their streak to nine victories without a defeat this National Football League season.
And more and more, it appears the Dolphins are going to
cruise through an entire season
unscathed, a feat no team has
achieved since the Chicago
Bears did it back in 1942.
In Sunday's other games,
Philadelphia edged Houston 1817, San Francisco beat Baltimore 24-21, Minnesota defeated
Detroit 16-14, Green Bay
clipped Chicago 23-17, Washington whipped the New York Giants 27-13, Dallas outlasted St.
Louis 33-24-, Pittsburgh topped
Kansas City 16-7, Oakland
turned back. Cincinnati 20-14,
Atlanta rolled past New Orleans 36-20, Denver upset Los
Angeles 16410 and the New
York Jets shellacked Buffalo
41-3. In tonight's game, Cleveland is at San Diego:
Mercury Morris and Marlin
Briscoe led the carnage against
New England. Morris rushed

for 9U yards and three
touchdowns and Briscoe caught
a pair of scoring passes—a 16yarder from Earl Morrall and
51-yarder from reserve quarterback Jim Del Gaizo. Meanwhile, the defense smothered
the Patriots' attack, yielding
just 92 yards rushing and 77
passing.
The Dolphins, incidentally,
piled up 482 yards against New
England, 301 of them in the air.
And they can clinch an American Conference playoff berth—
and all but wrap up the East
Division crown—next Sunday
when they host the Jets.
"It's a thrill to win a game
with six held goals," satiljorn
Dempsey of Philadelphia, who
did just that against the Oilers,
"but it's still not the same as
kicking the 63-yarder." That's

boots dumped the Oilers'
record to 1-8, worst in the
league.
Johnny Unitas made his return as Baltimore's quarterback with one play in the
fourth quarter—and it was one
play Too many for the Colts.
He took over when Marty
Domres was hurt and was immediately blitzed by the 49ers:
The result was a fumble that
gave San Francisco the ball on
the Baltimore 49-yard line, "He
just didn't have the protection,- Colt Coach John Sand-

Hull Nets First
,Goalin New League

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
"Score the • goal for Bobby
Hull,"• barked the voice over
the loudspeaker.
The superstar had heard it
plenty of times in the National
Hockey League—but never before in the World Hockey As.sociation.
Never before Sunday night,
that is.
Hull, the former star of he
NHI.'s Chicago Black Ha s,
scored' his first goar in the
WHA, firing in two a his Winnipeg Jets stopped, the Los
Angeles Sharks 5-2.
respectively.
Hull was appearing in his
Kirksey will return to con- fourth game since last Wednesference action Tuesday night by day, when a court ruling gave
hosting New Concord while him the green light to play in
Murray will visit the same the new league.
He was royally' received by
Redbird
team
Thursday
the adoring Jet fans, who gave
evening.
.Kirksey.
10 14 9 18-51, the Golden Jet a standing ovaMurray
13 15 12 17-57 tion each time he scored.
In the other WHA games SunKirksey (51)—Futrell 34,
Lovett 7, Rogers 2, Beach 6 and day, Ottawa beat Philadelphia
2-1 and Cleveland turned back
Russell 2.
Murray (571—Hudspeth 21, Alberta 3-1.
In Saturday's action, New
Richardson 21, Oakley 2,Sims 8,
Rollins 3, Perry' 2, Lane, Wells
and Foster.
-

Middle School Takes 57-51
Win Over Unbeaten Kirksey

Wilkens Leads Cavaliers
Over SuperSonics Sunday

the NFL record he set two
years ago. Against Houston, his
longest was a mere 52 yards.
He had a chance to tie the
league record of seven field
goals in a game but blew it
when he missed a 22-yarder in
the third quarter. Still, his

England beat the New York
Raiders 6-3; Quebec trimmed
Houston 3-1, Cleveland tripped
Chicago 4-1, and Alberta beat
Los Angeles 5-3.
Hull opened Winnipeg's scoring with a goal at 3:18 of the
first period, a hard slapshot
from inside the blueline that
cleanly' beat Los Angeles goalie
George Gardner.
He scored his second goal—
Winnnipeg', fifth—late in the
game. The shot was a short
backhand flip following a
goalmouth pass from linemate
Norm Beaudin.
Brian Conacher scored at
17:29 of the final period to lift
Ottawa past Philadelphia. Conacher's game-winner came
when he attempted to pass
across the goal mouth but the
puck hit goalie Yves Archa's
stick and was deflected into the
net.
Power-play goals by Grant
Erickson and Gary Jarrett in
the first period carried Cleveland past Alberta,

Baker Wins
Photo-Finish
Texas 500 Race
COLLEGE STATION, Tex.
I AP)— Richard Petty and A.J.
Foyt, two of auto racing's-millionaires, climbed out of their
cars at Texas World Speedway
and shook hands.
"I've got to hand it to you,"
Petty told Foyt. "You sure can
drive a race car. I'm tickled
just to be in your league."
Not far away, however, Buddy Baker was being congratulated for winning the
Texas 500 in a torrid late-race
battle with Foyt and Petty. It
came very near being a photo
finish, and only Baker's ironnerved, 6-foot-4 frame prevented it from being so.
Baker,son of still active driver Buck Baker, had dominated
this final event in the Winston
Cup Grand National series almost from the start. He never,
completely escaped Petty, buthe had Foyt a lap down—two
miles—at one point, only to see
the Texas veteran roar back
into contention in the final 100
miles. .
At the end, Baker had the
nose of his Dodge about a hood
length in front of Foyt's Mercury, with Petty trailing another
four lengths back. A crowd of
33,500 watched in awe as the
big stockers ran door-to-door
and bumper-to-bumper down
the stretch.
Petty's third place gave him a fourth Grand National driving
title in the National Association
for Stock Car Auto Racing. No
other driver has won more than
three.
Not only that, his 16,220 payoff ran his season's total to
1202,015 end his carper winnings to 11,340,000. Only Foyt,
Who captured the United States
Auto Club driving . title five
times, has won more trophies
and more money. • -

f

usky understated.
Moments later, Steve Spursecond
his
threw
rier
touchdown of the game, a 2,5yarder to Ted Kwalick that put
the game out of reach. It also
put the 49ers right back in the
National Conference West race.
They remained a half-game
back of Atlanta and moved
itithin a game of the front-runRams.
n
Fred Cox kicked a pair ot
fourth-quarter field goals to
boost Minnesota ahead of Detroit—but it was Bobby Bryant
that came up with the biggest
play of the game for the Vik.ings.
With five seconds remaining,
Errol Mann tried to kick a
game-winning 33-yarder for the
Lions but Bryant stormed in to
block it and preserve the victory. "It hit rue right in the face
mask," the defensive back
grinned through a bloody
mouth, "but it was one of the
greatest feelings I ever had."
The victory locked the 1.ions
and Vikes in second place in
the NFC's Central Division as
the Packers. grabbed first by
one game. And they grabbed
the game against the Bears
with a pair of quick first-period
touchdowns, one of them set up
by Ike Thomas' 89-yard kickoff
return. Chester Marcol added
three field goals for Green Bay.
Larry Brown rolled up 106
yards for Washington, falling
just five short of the 1,000-yard
mark for the season. But he
didn't fall short in another department. After the Giants had
scrambled back to tie the Redskins 13-13, Brown crashed over
for touchdowns from four and
five yards out to keep the
'Skins a game ahead of Dallas
in the NFC East.
Four field goals by Tony
Fritsch and Charlie Waters'
two interceptions, one of them

returned 28 yards for a
touchdown, provided the Cowboys with the cushion they
needed to clip the Cardinals.
The Steelers. denied a title of
any kind for 40 years, took a
big step toward the AFC Central crown by beating the
Chiefs and moving 11 2 games
ahead of the idle Browns and
two ahead of the Bengals. "The
defense won the game," said
quarterback Terry Bradshaw
after linebacker Jack Hain
pounced on two Kansas City
fumbles, paving the way to Roy
Gerala's third field goal and
Franco Harris' seven-yard
touchdown run in a 13-point
fourth muarter.
And by losing, the Chiefs fell
back into second place in the
AFC West scramble, half a
game back of the Raiders. It
was running back Charlie West
that provided the Raiders with
the power to beat the Bengals.
"I had a lot of bad habits and
a lot of things to clean up,"
West said after steaming 146
yards on 25 carries for the best
game of his five-year pro career.
Bob Berry, throwing for one
touchdown and running for another, powered the Falcons to a
33-3 lead, then relaxed on the
bench for the final 24 minutes
as they held off the Saints.
Floyd Little rushed for 79
yards—six more than the entire
Los Angeles ground attack—
and Jim Turner booted three
field goals in the fourth quarter
to lead the Broncos over the
Rams.
And the Bills, with fumbles,
errant passes and penalties,
gave the Jets all the opportunities they' needed to roll up
their biggest winning margin38 points--since 1966. Emerson
Boozer scored two touchdowns
on a one-yard run and fouryard pass from Joe Namath.

COPPER GAS 36" RANGE
never been used, self cleaning oven, built-in rotisserie,
burner with a brain. For further information call 753-4875
before 12:00 noon.
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Southern Cal-Michigan
Rose Bowl Duel Likely
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON.
Associated Press Sports Writer
The major bowl bids go out
next weekend and unless something goes wrong in the next
couple of weeks it looks as
though the Rose Bowl will have
the Game of the ear.
Of course, something went
awfully wrong Saturday for
four members of The Associated Press Top Ten—aecondranked Alabama toppled No. 6
Louisiana State 35-21, thirdranked Nebraska had its hopes
for a third consecutive national
championship diminished in a
23-all tie with No. 17 Iowa
State, fifth-ranked Ohio State
was upset by Michigan State
19-12 and No. 8 UCLA bowed to
Washington 30-21.
Elsewhere, top-rated Southern California was idle, fourthranked Michigan walloped Iowa
31-0 with the likelihood of
climbing past Nebraska in this
week's ratings; seventh-ranked
Oklahoma held off No. 14 Missouri 17-6, No. 9 Texas shaded
Baylor 17-3, clinching at least a
tie for their fifth straight Southwest Conference crown, and
No. 10 Penn State trimmed

Kentucky Coach
Expects Close
Florida Game
By BOB COOPER
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP; —
Assistant Kentucky Coach
Frank Ham expects a close
game next Saturday against
Florida, since both the Wildcats
and the Gators have played
three common foes and come
out the same way.
Both teams beat Mississippi
State and both lost to Alabama
and Georgia, but Florida did
better in the scoring all three
times.
Ham, however, said the
"scores are rather. comparable
and we expect a close game
next Saturday."
Head Coach John Ray said he
has changed hi.travel plans
and will arrive at Florida early
so his team can have an extra
practice session on the artificial turf there. Kentucky's 350 loss to Alabama earlier this
season at Birmingham was
partly -blamedenihe feetiLig,On
the fake grass.
Kentucky and Florida both
are 2-3 in the Southeastern Conference, Kentucky nipping Vanderbilt 14-13 last Saturday,
while Florida was falling 10-7
before Georgia.
Ray, after studying movies of
his Vanderbilt victory, said,
"This gives you an idea of the
kind of game it was—penalties,
fumbles and interceptions.
That's why Kentucky and Vanderbilt always play close football games."
Kentucky fumbled seven
times—if you don't count a
bobble in the end zone after the
Wildcats scored their winning
two-point conversion—and Vanderbilt lost its only fumble.
Each team grabbed one interception and while the penalties
weren't excessive, they came
at key times to keep drives
moving or stop them flat.
An example was Vanderbilt's
effort to get back in the game
after Kentucky had gone ahead
14-13 with 12:30 to go in the final period.
The Commodores had Kentuck) stopped on the Wildcat 35
and forced a punt, but roughed
the kicker and gave Kentucky a
first down at mid-field and
enough time to put Vandy behind the eight-ball.
Usually a good passing team,
Kentucky didn't complete its
first aerial until its first play of
the fourth period when James
(Dinky, McKay hit Ray Barge
with a 13-yarder to start the
'drive that won the game.
Earlier, the Wildcats had to
settle for field goals of 23 and
28 yards by Doug Sexton when
their offensive maneuvers were
stalled short of the goal line.
Sonny Collins, who scored
Kentucky's only touchdown,
was the , key in the drive that
led to it and carried the twopoint conversion for the victory
margin.
Another key to the victory,
however, was Vandy's failure
to scow a conversion after its
touchdown in the second quarter, A low center snap was
•Or.opped and before kicker
Hawkins-Gailen co-uld grab- it
he was swamped.
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North Carolina State 37L22.
That left Southern Cal and
Michigan as the favorites in the
race for the Rose Bowl. The
Trojans lead UCLA by one
game in the Pacific-8 Conference—they meet on Saturday—
and the Wolverines are in front
of Ohio State and Purdue by
the same margin in the Big
Ten and face the latter this
weekend and the former the
following Saturday.
It was generally asstuned
that the Alabama-LSU winner
would go to the Orange Bowl,
but quarterback Terry Davis,
for one, said he would "rather
go to the Sugar or Cotton Bowl
for a change of scenery." The
Crimson Tide lost to national
champion Nebraska in the Orange Bowl last New Year's
night.
Cotton Bowl insiders feel
their chances to land Alabama
improved considerably over the
weekend thanks to Nebraska's
slip-up against Iowa State. Actually, the Cornhuskers were
fortunate to escape defeat since
Iowa State's Tom Goedjen
missed an extra point attempt
after • the Cyclones tied the
score on George Amundson's
24-yard pass to Willie Jones
with 23 seconds left.
Davis directed Alabama's
Wishbone attack to 335 yards
on the ground and 157 through
the air, the latter total coining
as he completed 10 of 18 attempts, including touchdown
passes of 25 and 29 yards to
Wayne Wheeler.
Nebraska and Iowa State
waged a see-saw battle, with
Amundson earlier throwing a
pair of scoring passes to Keith
Krepfle and Dave HlUT1M of the
Cornhuskers scoring once and
hitting Johnny Rodgers twice
for touchdowns.
Michigan sophomore Dennis
Franklin passed for two
touchdowns and scored one as
the Wolverines drubbed Iowa
and snapped a Big Ten tie with
Ohio State.
Woody Hayes' Buckeyes lost
to Michigan State when Dutch
kicker Dirk Krijt, making his
collegiate debut after starting
the setason on the junior vasity, booted a tug Ten recordtying four field goals.
"We couldn't do anything in
the second half," Hayes said.
"We took a real beating out
there from a good team. It was
not a typical Ohio State University football,-game.with_ all
those fumbles we had. If you've
been in the coaching business
long, you have days like this.
We lost to a superior team.
What more can you say?"

Three Murray
Runners In
NCAA Regional
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
The OVC is becoming one of
cross country
the toughest
conferences in the United
States. And to prove it, three of
the top four men in the.NCAA
Regional
Cross
Country
Championships at Knoxville
Saturday were from the OVC.
East Tennessee and the Irish
Brigade claimed first place and
the top finisher as the Bucs took
the event with an astonishing 40
points. Neal Cusack, sophomore
of East Tennessee, took first
over the six mile course with a
record-shattering 28:20.6.
Cusack's mark slashed 44
seconds from the previous
course record set by University
of Oregon star Steve Prefontaine.
Murray State's Sam Torres
finished 22nd in the meet with a
30:22 and qualified for the
NCAA finals next Monday in
Houston. Torres will run the
following Wednesday in the
United States Track and Field
Federation meet at Denton,
Texas. •
The first four finishers in the
meet all broke the old course
record. Nick Rose of Western
Kentucky was second while
Eddy ',eddy of East Tennessee
was third.
William & Airy finished
second in the tea standings with
91 points. Next in arder of finish
were University of Kentucky,
University of Tennessee,
University
of
Alabama,
Maryland University, Duke,
Murray and Eastern Kentucky
in a tie for eighth, North
Carolina State, Western Kennifty, Auburn---Slid- the
University of Florida.

Greenfield Leads Murray With 259 Yards Against Evansville

That was the extent of a
typical 14-second Hayes press
conference after a losing Ohio
State University football game.
By MIKE BRANDON
Greg Pruitt gained 195 of Oklahoma's 422 rushing yards as Ledger & Times Sportswriter
George Greenfield did his
the Sooners turned back stubborn Missouri; Sonny Sixkiller thing Saturday afternoon and he
returned to action for Washing- couldn't have picked a better
ton and the Huskies upset time to do it. Three professional
UCLA behind Sixkiller's pass- scouts were on hand as
ing and four short touchdown Greenfield amassed a recordruns by Pete Taggares; Texas shattering 259 yards to lead
was held to a 3-3 tie by Baylor Murray State to an exciting 28until Roosevelt Leaks scored 22 win over the University of
twice in the fourth quarter and Evansville.
Penn State swept by N.C. State
A small but enthusiastic
as John Hufnagel scored once crowd watched in awe as
and passed for two TDs.
Greenfield and Evansville
In the Second Ten, Nos. 11 quarterback Randy Mattingly
Auburn and 13 Tennessee were staged two of the finest inidle, but No. 12 Notre Dame dividual efforts ever performed
whipped .Air Force 21-7; Texas in Cutchin Stadium.
ChriStian stunned No. 15 Texas
Greenfield's performance
Tech 31-7; No. 16 Colorado
breezed past Kansas 33-8; No. broke the rushing record set by
18 North Carolina trounced Vir- Rick Fisher last year at Middle
ginia 23-3; No. 19 Arizona State
buried New Mexico 60-7 and
Stanford and Yale, tied for ,
20th, both lost—Washington I
State downing Stanford 27-13
and Penn blasting Yale 48-30
and knocking the losers out of
the Ivy League lead.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The city of Philadelphia,
much maligned recently because of a poor showing in professional sports, can now
thumb its nose at all the detractors. —
Yes, there is a winner currently in town. Take a look at
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
the National Hockey-. League
NBA
Eastern Conference
standings.
Atlantic Division
After Sunday night's 8-3 vicW L
Pct. G.B.
Boston
13 1 929
tory over the California Golden
13 3 813 1
New York
Seals, the Philadelphia Flyers
214 10
3 11
Buffalo
1 16 059 13' 2 settled into first place in the
Philadelph.a
Central Division
NHL's West Division.
Atlanta
7 533
,
Bobby Clarke was the hero
7 .7 500
Houston
Baltimore
400 1
for the Flyers Sunday night,
Cleveland
5 12 794 4
scoring two goals and contribWestern Conference
uting two assists- in the rout.
Midwest Division
Milwaukee
11 3 786
Los Angeles, leader in the
9
4
691
1
1
Chicago
West for a while, finally
7 8 .467 4'
K C. Omaha
Detroit
5 9 357 6
dropped out of the front-runPacific Division
ning - position by losing to the
12 3 800
Los Angeles
New York Rangers, 5-1.
10 4 714
&Olden State
.
Phoenix
8 5 615 3
In the other NHI. games SunSeattli•
•
4 11
267 8
day, the Atlanta Flames
Portland
154 9
2 11
Saturday's Games
trimmed the Vancouver CaBostOn 121, Detroit 118
nucks 3-1; the Montreal Cana- •
Golden - State 103, New York
102, Or
diens stopped the Roston Bruins
Chicago III, Baltimore 106
5-3; the Buffalo Sabres nipped
Atlanta Ill, Milwaukee 102
the Pittsburgh Penguins 1-0 arid
Philadelphia 1 I t, Houston 112
Only games scheduled
the Chicago Black Hawks
Sunday's Games
at downed the Detroit Red Wings
Detroit
vs
Bos ton
of
Springfield.
Hall
Mass.,
5-1.
Fami• Exhibition
In NHI, action Saturday, the
Only name -scheduled
Niw -York Rangers trimmed
Phoenix at New York
"CaLifornia72T Min rinTstaGolden State at Atlanta
ripped the New York Islanders
Houston at Baltimore
•Bottmo is ,K C Omaha at 3-0; Montreal downed his AnOmaha
geles 5-2; -St. Louis stopped
Seattle at Chicago
Toronto 1-0; Philadelphia
Los ArtrTeres at Milwaukee
Cleveland at Portland
whipped Buffalo 3-1 and VanOnly games scheduled
couver topped Pittsburgh 4-3.
East
The Flyers fell behind 1-0 on
W L Pct GB
117 6
7 .647
500 77
,
Carolina
Walt McKechnie's power pla)
9 9 .500 2'
Virginia
goal for the Seals in the first
Ki•ntucky
5 10 .333 5
New York
period, but it was no game
4 11 .267 6
Memphis
after Clarke's two goals highWest.
lighted a four-goal burst in the
ll 5 688
Indiana
11 7 611 1
ah Diego
s
Uatn
second period to help Phila9 8 529 2'
7 8 467 3' 7 delphia take a 4-2 lead.
138•nver

Tennessee when the OVC
Player of the Year gained 214
yards.
Mattingly, a 6-4 senior, used
pinpoint accuracy as he connected on 23-35 for an
astonishing 271 yards. It was
Mattingly who almost pulled the
game out of the fire for the
Purple Aces in the final
minutes.
Fullback Bob Marshall had
given the Racers 21-14 lead by
going 11 yards to paydirt with
2:49 remaining in the game.
Greenfield helped set up the
touchdown by going 56 yards in
three plays.
After a pass to flanker Bill
Studwell for 23 yards, Mattingly
gained 21 on a beautiful fake
and carried the ball down to the

Racer 23. A five yard penalty
followed by a Mattingly pass of
15 yards moved the Purple Aces
to the Murray seven with just
1:30 remaining in the game.
Mattingly came back to hit
Studwell with a seven yard
scoring pass and with 1:19 left
Murray had a 21-20 lead and the
Purple Aces were forced to
make decision whether to go
for the tie or the win.
Evansville gambled and won
as Mattingly hit Joe Hartz in the
end zone for the two point
conversion and the Purple Aces
had the 22-21 edge.
Instead of deciding to kick the
ball deep, the Purple Aces used
the short kick and Murray took
over at the Evansville 49. After
a gain of seven by Greenfield,
quarterback Tom Pandolfi hit

Philadelphia Flyers Settle
In First Place In NHL Play

Pro Cage
Staldings

4 9 .308 5',
Saturd'ay's Games
Kentucky 116, New York 99
Carolina 136. viroinia 128
Denver 114, Memphis 111, ot
Indiana 129, Utah 109
San Diego 104, Dallas 103
•
Sunday's Game
Indians 124, San Diego 119
ClnlY dame scheduled
Monday's Games
No names scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Indiana at Denver
Utah at San Diego
Carolina vs. Virginia at R ich
mond
Only Games scheduled

Philadelphia goalie Doug Fayell turned back 28 of 31 California. shots . The Flyers unleashed 39 shots at California's
Roy Edwards.
Rookie Steve Vickers scored
three goals_ to help New York
defeat Los, Angeles as the
Rangers extended their home
ice unbeaten streak to nine
games.
Keith McCreary ignited a
three-goal explosion for Atlanta
in the second period to lead the
Flames past Vancouver.
McCreary scored early in the
period to even the score at 1-1
and Ernie Hicke and Bob Leiter followed with Flame goals
to insure the victory.
Ken Dryden's fine goaltending helped helped Montreal
build a 4-1 lead and the Canadiens held on to beat Boston in

1.he first meeting this season of
the NH1, powers.
Dryden kicked out 14 shots in
the first period and 14 niore in
the second as Montreal charged
into a 3-1 lead. Chuck Lefley
fired in Montreal's fourth goal.
the game-winner, and Guy Lapointe scored an insurance goal
into an empty net late in the
game.
Steve Atkinson's third period
goal at the 2:41 mark gave Buffalo its tight triumph over
Pittsburgh: The shutout was
Roger Crozier's third of the
season.
Dennis Hull scored two goals
to pace Chicago over Detroit.
Black Hawk goalie Gary Smith
lost his shutout in the opening
minute of the final period on
Alex Delvecchio's power-play
goal.

Jeff Votaw with a 12 yard pass Murray tied the game up as
to carry Murray down to the Greenfield took a pitchout from
Evansville 30.
Pandolfi and went over from
Pandolfi, trying to use the four yards out.
sideline pattern, was unEvansville regained 'he lead
successful on two passes and early in the final period at 14-7
the Racers were faced with an when tailback Mark Freeman
all important third and 10 scored on a 12 yard rin. With
situation from the 30.
10:22 left in the gaille. GreenGreenfield, taking advantage field again tied the :con.. b)
of a block by Marshall, bulled going in front 15
out and
his way up the middle for 13 the final hectic minut .s of the
yards to carry the pigskin to the gamut! unfolded.
17. Following a penalty on
The Purple Aces lost fiti,
Evansville that took the ball to fumbles in the game as Jerr)
the eight, Marshall scampered Stanley, Joe Echerl, Bruce
six yards down to the two.
Farris, David McDonald and
Murray used their last time Larry Brock had reci veries.
out and with 19 seconds left the
Final statistics found Murra
crowd was in suspense as the with 347 yards on the ground
Racers formed the strategy. If and 124 in the air for a total net
the Racers used an un- yardage of 436. Evansville had
successful ground play, then the 271 in the air and .150 on the
clock would run out before ground for a total net of 421.
another play could be executed.
Greenfield had 126 of his 259
It had to be a pass. And what a yards in the last quarter.
was!
Pandolfi
pass it
hit Greenfield now has 1,067 uards
Marshall five yards deep on the for the season and needs only 11
right side for the winning touch- more yards to pass Fisher's
down. The PAT by Dennis record of last season.
Myers gave the Racers the 28-22
10
had
Farris
Bruce
lead.
unassisted tackles to lead in
Three times Mattingly tried that department while Paul
unsuccessfully
pass Coltharp had seven and Mike
to
before the clock ran out to give Tepe had eight.
Murray the win.
Murray will close the season
Murray had several op- Saturday with a 1:30 p.m. clash
portunities in the first quarter at Cutchin Stadium with rival
to go ahead but bad breaks and , Western Kentucky. A win would
a tough Evansville defense even the Murray slate at 5-5.
ended every Racer drive.
The Racers were stopped on
The SILENT GUARD II
the one yard line of Evansville,
SEARS BEST 4-PLY
once Murray fumbled to the
Purple Aces and Cantrell
NON-BELTED TIRE
missed a field goal from 19
yards.
Evansville broke the ice with
5:26 left in the first half when
Sin of 4 tires starts at low as $40.60
Mattingly hit DeLuca for a five
plus $1.61 F E T. pm, tine for Soon
yard scoring pass. Evansville
4-PLY CRUSADER in 6.00-13 sit..
settled for the 7-0 halftime lead
as Murray seemed completely
Sears (oroloo Solos Qffito
flat.
Murray Kr
Southside Shopping Center
Late in the third period,
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Sports
In Brief
AUTO RACING
.
SAO PAULO, Brazil—Emerson Fittipaldi's Lotus 69 won
the City of Sao Paulo trophy for
Formula II cars by amassing
15 points in the three-round
tournament.
COLLEGE STATION, Tex.—
Buddy Baker nosed his Dodge
past the finish line in front of
A.J. Foyt's Mercury to win theTexas 500 after a track record
147.059 miles per hour at one
point in the race.
BASKETBALL . .
PHILADELPHIA—The Philadelphia 76ers traded center Bob
Rule to the Cleveland Cavaliers
for forward Dave Sorenson in a
National Basketball Association
transaction.
GENERAL . .
CLEVELAND—Arthur "Mickey" McBride, 85, a founder
of the Cleveland Browns National- Fbotball League team,
died after a heart attack.
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Team
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E fells Beauty School
Rank of Murray
Johnson's Grocery
Murray Muffler
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23 13
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Pat Willett
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Down the

Practical problems Increased Tobacco Crop Predicted For This Year
concern teachers

arden Path
• +,,et

atz.A14

RY MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
When your bulbs are all in the
ground and the new shrubs
planted and the roses pruned
and heeled in for the winter, then
it is time to sit back and rest. But
not before. November is a busy
month and, of course there are
leaves to rake up and store
away. What a good feeling it is
to know you have penty of good
rich dirt to start with next
spring. However if you possibly
have room for two piles, you will
be so glad, for leaves should
stand for two years to become
the perfect planting medium.
Use one pile one year and the
other the next, That way you
will always have just what you
need. I think if you once try it,
you will never be without it
again.
The trees are losing their
leaves so rapidly now. The ones
that were so beautiful a week
ago, are practically bare now.
But to me they are still lovely
with their bare arms reaching
up to the blue sky. Each tree has

HEARING AIDS
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STORING IT
MAKES WASTE!
SELLING IT
MAKES CASH!

Place Your
Classified Ad
Now
753-1916

its own shape and a study of
them is interesting. Some
branch straight out, other go up
and still others bend down
toward the earth. Each a picture
in its own right.
If some of your narcissus
Sprout, don't let it worry you.
These warm days will cause
many of them to show their
green shoots but new ones will
replace these that will surely get
frost bitten. I hope the tulips
don't decide it is warm enough
to put up a sprout or two, as they
could be injured. They are a
little more touchy than the other
smaller bulbs.
During a time when there isn't
too much else to do, is a good
clean-up time. Small branches
have fallen from the trees
during the rain and wind and
flower beds that were neglected
during the rainy spell, probably ,
need attention. So before we
take our winter's rest, that is
another job that will serve us
well next spring.
We have to look ahead and
plan for another season. That is
what makes gardening so
fascinating and intersting.
Something is always going on.
Have you put your poinsettias
in a good place to start their
blooms? Be sure they get no
artificial light until you can see
the color of the blossom. For
some reason they will not bloom
if they are placed in a living
room where lights are turned on
early in the evening. Water
them enough to keep the soil
slightly moist, but not wet. They
should
be
beautiful
by
Ctiristmas.
Gingerbread man
NEU YORK Ili Pi — The
spicy little gingerbread man
%as one of the earliest
ornaments used on Christmas
trees. At first. German and
Austrian bakers gine them to
children as a holiday treat.
Realizing
hat attracti%e
ornaments they Isould make.
mothers soon baked quantities
large enough to decorate entire
Christmas trees.

By KENNETH J. RABBEN
Copley News Service
Society's problems that are
supposed to prevent learning
and are believed to worry instructors are not keeping
teachers from doing their job
in the classroom.
That goes for such pet issues as drug abuse, lack of
academic freedom, changing
curriculum and instructional
methods, dropouts and absenteeism, diverse ethnic and socioeconomic backgrounds of
pupils and pupil health and
nutrition problems.
Clas'sroom teachers are
much more concerned with
finding enough time to teach
and getting more help from
administrators, specialists,
parents and the community.
These are some preliminary conclusions drawn from
a national assessment of public school teacher needs conducted and being analyzed by
the National Education Association.
Although the study primarily is of interest to school
people at this stage, if it can
help sift facts from conventional wisdom, as it seems to
be doing and tell the public
what must be done to improve
instruction, children also may
benefit.
While the study represents
the views of 82 per cent of
2,021 instructors who took
part, their answers will not
necessarily correspond to
your favorite teacher's opinions. The study is designed to
determine what is bothering
teachers, not how or why. After this basic data is analyzed,
NEA specialists will work
through their state and local
affiliates on those questions.
NEA organizations in Iowa
and New Jersey and the Fort
Worth school district have requested the questionnaire for
use with local faculties. Other
teacher groups and school
systems are considering similar polls.
Secondary school teachers
and instructors with less than
nine and more than 30 years'
experience had more discipline-type problems than others
while
elementary
teachers had more problems

than others with evaluating
the role of materials.
More help from principals
and administrators, specialized personnel, teacher aides
and the community was requested by the greatest number of teachers. Few want
help from higher education or
teacher associations. Instructors want more time and opportunity to work with pupils
and parents and to develop
new programs. Only three to
five per cent seek more time
and opportunity to relax,
think and learn new content.
More authority to adjust
grouping is sought by many
teachers. There is little interest in making curriculum decisions or in-service progams. About 20 per cent did
not select any of 24 suggested
remedies for classsroom ills.
Here are the most serious or
critical problems cited by
teachers in order of importance and by percentage. The
first 10 reflect daily difficulties which may be caused by
the last 10, an NEA investigator explains. They could refleet society's problems as
well as classroom difficulties.
Working with too many pupils daily, i 28.9 per cent); too
many pupils indifferent to
school, (28.4); too many noninstructional duties, (27.1);
the wide range of achievement, 26.7);1
disruptive pupils, 20.3);(
the current generation's values and attitudes,
09.21; the school's psychological climate and diagnosing learning problems, 116.3);
measuring and reporting
achievement, (15.6) and lack
of instructional materials,
(14.1).
Inappropriate required curriculum t 13.21; feeling under
pressure too much of the time,
(12.9); nature and quality of
instructional materials,
( 12.11; frustrated by routine
and the situation's inflexibility, (11.61; chronic absence
and dropouts, ( 8.7); wide diversity of ethnic and socioeconomic backgrounds,)7.9); the
rapid rate of curriculum and
instructional change, 16.91;
health and nutrition problems
affecting learning, t 6.4); lack
of academic freedom, (6.0)
and drug use, (1.01.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
1972 tobacco crop is estimated
at more than 1,733 million
pounds, up 5.8 million from October 1 indications and 26 million more than produced last
year, the Agriculture Department says.
Based on November surveys,
the latest estimate includes a
yield average of 2,047 pounds
per acre, up 6 from October
and 13 more than in 1971, the
department said Thursday.
Flue-cured production was estimated at 1,011 million pounds,
unchanged from a month earlier but down 6 per cent from

last year. The yield was put at
1,949 pounds, compared with 2,050 in 1971.
Burley production,accounting
for most of the one-month gain,
was estimated at 573 million
pounds, up 5 million from October because of higher yields in
Tennessee and Ohio, officials
said. Yields are expected to
average 2,506 pounds per acre.
Southern Maryland type 32
was put at 24.7 million pounds,
a yield of 950 per acre, compared with 2.3.08 million and 1,040 last year.
Fire-cured types 21-23 were
estimated at 45.5 million

VIETNAM PERSPECTIVE

Why Hanoi made
the peace offer now
By THOMAS NUZUM
Copley News Service
PARIS — Why did_the Paris
talks lurch suddenly toward
peace in October after standing still since October, 1968?
Because the North Vietnamese were waiting four
years for the next U,S. presidential election to approach.
At least that is the opinion of
South Vietnamese diplomats
and of many of the press corps
that "followed' the negotiations that stood still in Paris
for 48 fruitless months.
Preliminary talks first
started here way back in May,
1968. These talks got nowhere
until the presidential election
drew near that fall.
Then Hanoi's negotiators
began compromising. The
Johnson administration
struck an overhasty deal
from Satgon's viewpoint) on
the eve of the election.
The North Vietnamese
agreed to, open formal peace
negotiations, which undoubtedly won votes for the
Democratic candidate. Hanoi
also gave a vague promise to
negotiate seriously with Saigon's representatives. Arid
there was a tacit understanding not to send more North
Vietnamese troops into South
Vietnam.
Four years later, Hanoi's
negotiators still have not bargained with Saigon's. The
tacit understanding went
down the drain last spring
when Hanoi mounted a fullscale invasion of the south.
The United States got nothing from the formal negotiations except four years of
Communist demands tantamount to allied surrender. But
Hanoi got a three and one-half
year suspension of U.S. air
raids.
After getting the best of the
1968 deal, Hanoi was half expected to dangle another
peace offer as the 1972 election neared. President Nixon
would lose votes if he spurned
the offer. Fewer Republicans
would be elected to Congress
if he failed to produce peace.
So observers in Paris were
hardly surprised when it
turned out that Hanoi finally

offered a peace compromise
on Oct. 8, instead of six
months earlier or six months
later.
Then on Oct. 26, Hanoi's
Paris negotiator, Xuan Thuy,
revealed that a cease-fire had
almost been arranged in his
secret talks with Henry Kissinger.
Xuan Thuy accused Washington of stalling off final
agreement, and demanded
that the agreement be signed
Oct. 31.
Why this sudden haste, after refusing to compromise
for four years? To put President Nixon under preelection
pressure to conclude a hasty
agreement, say Saigon negotiators.
With only 12 days to go before the election, there was
little time to close loopholes in
the peace plan before signing
it. If Mr. Nixon held out until
after the election in order to
close loopholes, he could be
accused of stalling peace, and
would lose votes.
Why did Hanoi break its
agreement to keep the substance of the Kissinger talks
secret? Because Washington
three times deferred so-called
agreements to sign the ceasefire, claimed Xuan Thuy.
But six days before the last
alleged deferral (Oct. 23,
Hanoi's premier already had
unveiled part of the secret
peace plan to Newsweek magazine.
In fact, five days before
Kissinger received the Oct. 8
cease-fire proposal, Hanoi already had hinted at its peace
offer to the Paris magazine
Nouvel Observateur.
So Paris observers conclude
that Hanoi intended from the
start to make its peace plan
public before the election to
put maximum pressure on
Mr. Nixon.
Another reason for delaying
the peace offer four years was
that Hanoi did not intend compromising before trying to
win military victory with its
big offensive last spring and
summer,say Saigonese diplomats. The offensive was delayed until a U.S. election
year to put further pressure
on Mr. Nixon, they say.
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THE TRICKS OF THE
TRADE; by Robert L. Fish; A
Red Mask Mystery; G.P.
Putnam's Sons; 190 pages;
Reviewed By
RON WELLS
Copley News Service
Kek Huuygens is back!
That master smuggler with
the computer-like brain has
returned to pull off another
nifty caper and foul up a gang
of Spanish dope smugglers in
the bargain.
This is the third of what is
hoped will be a long series of
Kek Huuygens mysteries
from the pen of Robert L.
Fish, This time Huuygens, the
great Dutch smuggler, is approached by a Spaniard of
questionable ilk to squire one
small suitcase from Buenos
Aires to Barcelona — sans
customs. of course — which
supposedly contains very old
and very valuable Argentine
land grants. Fee, $10,000.
,With the help of an old
friend, Andre Martins, Huuygeris learns that the case
doesn't contain land grants
but 30 pounds of prime South
American cocaine.
Needless to say, Huuygens
has to use all of his tricks of
the trade to resolve the situation which finds him in one
tight spot after another.

Author Fish has woven a
tight, fast-paced little mystery in "The Tricks of the
Trade: The plot has several
excellent twists arid is exC
tremely believable. If the
penalties for smuggling anything into anyplace weren't so
stiff, it would be interesting to
see if the "Huuygens technique" would work.
Two other strong points for
the book are the characters
and the various locations.
Fish's characters are well
drawn from the hero to the
last villain. For instance,
there's Senor Sanchez, "tall,
painfully thin with a narrow
face, cavernous cheeks, thin
lips and a large nose revealing flaring nostrils over a
hairline moustache,
HIS wedge-shaped forehead was split geometrically
by a sharp widow's peak that
made him look slightly satanic; the black hair that flowed
back on each side seemed polished, as if by wax. ..."
Fish's descriptions of various airports, cities, streets,
etc., are equally detailed and
are extremely easy for the
reader to picture.
Above all, Fish's "The
Tricks of the Trade" possesses the quality needed by
every good mystery, the ability to hold the reader's attention and keep him guessing.

pounds, about 1 million more
than in October. The yield is
expected to average 1,782
pounds per acre.
Dark air-cured types 35-37
were estimated at 16.7 million
pounds, down slightly from last
year but about 200,000 pounds
more than indicated last
month.
All cigar-type tobacco was estimated at 62.8 million pounds,
down 8 per cent from 1971,
mainly because of a decline in
filler and wrapper tobacco.
Estimates for major tobacco
types, by states, along with last
year's production, included:
Flue-cured
Type 11 Virginia 92,650,000
pounds in 1972 and 94,785,000
last year; and North Carolina
232,750,000 and 260,440,000;
Type 12 Eastern North Carolina
Belt 329,700,000 and 354,570,000;
Type 13 North Carolina 88,200,000 and 97,680,000; and South
Carolina
134,400,000
and
133,245,000; Type 14 Georgia
112,575,000 and
114,165,000;
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Florida
19,610,000
and
21,870,000; and Alabama 923,000
and 1,035,000,
Burley, Type 31
Kentucky 395,200,000 and
326,040,000; Ohio 17,760,000 and
13,735,000; Indiana 15,000,000,
and 12,069,000; Missouri 5,520,000 and 5,040,000; Virginia 26,150,000 and 16,600,000; West Virginia 2,560,000 and 2,044,000;
North Carolina 17,710,000 and
14,455,000; and Tennessee 97,750,000 and 82,593,000.
Fire-cured

Type 21 Virginia Belt 5,290,000 and 5,900,000; Type 22 Kentucky 10,875,000 and 10,422,000
and Tennessee 21,600,000 and
19,453,000; Type 23 Kentucky 6,570,000 and 6,753,000; and Tennessee 1,200,000; and 983,000.
Dark air-cured
Type 35 Kentucky 8,250,000
and 8,648,000; and Tennessee 2,800,000 and 2,576,000; Type 36
Green River Belt Kentucky, 4,625,000 and 4,459,000; and Type
37 Virginia Sun-cured belt, 978,000 and 1,080,000.
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Soviets seek curb on corn satellites
The United States is trying
to head the Russians off before they can push through a
United Nations treaty on
direct broadcast television
satellites. The proposed pact,
submitted Oct. 12 by Soviet
Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko, would authorize receiving nations to destroy or
jam a satellite of any other
nation if it found the broad-

By FRANK MACOMBER
Military-Aerospace Writer
Copley News Service
The Russians are attempting to put a crimp in next-generation
communications
satellites if they broadcast information the Kremlin believes damaging to the Soviet
Union or Communist bloc
governments.

EXPERIMENTAL - Experimental wingless aircraft
gets finishing touches at Martin Marietta Corp. plant at
Littleton, Colo. Its )oint Air Force-NASA prolect.
Pt

%NUTS
(SOME MORNING\
I'M 600,46 TO
GET UP REAL EARLY
AND 4)ATC.4 TUE
SUN RISE

cast to be "illegal or erroneous."
George Bush, U.S. delegate
to the U.N., opposed the
treaty on grounds its provisions are counter to America's tradition of a free flow of
information.
There appears to be little
chance of the treaty's early
implementation. It requires
ratification by five governments to become effective. So
far as is known, only the
United States and the Soviet
Union are believed to have the
capability to search out, silence or destroy an earth-orbiting satellite.
U.S. State Department officials interpret the proposed
pact as another move by Russia to control what is seen and
heard in the Soviet Union and
Communist bloc nations during the next phase of space
communications technology
-the direct broadcast of television programs from satellites to private homes in many
regions of the world.
The technique . will bypass
ground receiving stations
which presently rebroadcast
satellite-beamed programs.
Presently the Russians can
filter out parts of Voice of
America or other broadcasts
if they don't want them heard
and seen in the Soviet Union.
The same situation presumably is true in other Commurust bloc countries.
The Soviet treaty draft specified as illegal any broadcasts the Russians believe
would: (1) endanger interns
tional peace and security;(2

ACTUAUXA 4.(OU PRO8AbLY
KNOW, THE SUN DOE-50
THE EARTH TURNS...

interfere in intrastate (internal conflicts; 131 invade fundamental human rights; (4)
present violent, horror-oriented, pornographic or drug
propaganda; )51 be against
the foundations of local civilization, culture, mores or traditions, and 61 contain misinformation.
Bush and State Department
officials concerned with Soviet affairs especially have
misgivings about the "misinformation" provision. Any
broadcast with which Soviet
communications or propaganda officials disagreed
could be called "misinformation" and offer provocation
for an assault on the "offending" satellite, they point out.
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U.N. has
a double
standard
By JEFFREY ST. JOHN
Copley News Service
LISBON -"We in Portugal
have been waging war against
terrorism since 1961," asserts
Gen. Antonio de Spinola, governor general at Portuguese
Guinea.
-Terrorism is the war of
our time, which many western military circles have not
planned for nor realized that
it is one of many levels in the
struggle for the preservation
of Eastern values and institutions."
Spinola is speaking from
first-hand experience. He has
seen terrorist guerrilla war
up close in the Portuguese
African
possessions of
Mozambique, Angola and
Portuguese Guinea. He is regarded as one of the most able
commanders in the Portuguese armed forces.
loath Gen. Spinola and
Usbon's African policy," a
strongly
antigovernment
journalist told me here, "but
were it not for the strategy
and tactics of Spinola, Portuguese Guinea would long ago
have fallen to the insurgents."
What makes the career of
Spinola of significant !Merest
has been his success in fighting a guerrilla terrorist war.
In many ways he has been
called "Portugal's Patton, but
with a heart" -a way of describing his remarkable military-social approach to undermining the terrorist campaign in Portuguese Guinea
that has dragged on for over a
decade. The basis of his success, according to American
observers here, is to offer the
Africans of Portuguese
Guinea protection, listen to
their needs and then do something about them.
However, as Spinola outlined his thinking on terrorism in an interview, the U.N.
in Nevi York was grappling
with the question of global
terrorism.
The subject was placed on
this year's U.N. agenda for
debate largely as the result of
a U.S.-led drive in the world
organization after the tragic
_events at Munich where Israeli athletes were murdered
. by Arab terrorists.
At the same time as U.N.
Secretary General Waldheim
was asking the U.N. to act
strongly on the terrorism issue, the U.N.'s own Committee on De-Colonization voted
to seat, as observers without
voting status, leaders from
various African terrorist
groups who claim to be spearheading liberation moveTnents in Africa, including
helping
Communist-supported and supplied insurgents operating in Portuguese
Guinea. This double standard
of the world organization is
not only dangerous, but illustrates how it fails to come to
grips with the issue of global
terrorism within the U.N.
Furthermore, months before the Munich tragedy, the
U.N. Committee on De-Colonization sent a team made up
of a Swedish. Tunisian and
Ecuadorian member to Portuguese Guinea after an invitation by an insurgent terrorist group known as PAIGC
( Party for Independence of
Guinea and Cape Verde). The
three-member U.N. "observer team" was guided through
what the PAIGC claimed
were large areas held by the
rebels for the purpose of validating to the U.N. their claim
for outright independence
from Portugal.
Officials here have denounced the trip as a fraud
and a violation of the U.N.
charter, claiming that the
U.N. observers were duped
by the PAIGC terrorists. It is
now clear that the U.N. observer team, which went to
the African possessions without Portugal's knowledge,
was a carefully conceived
plan to justify the U.N. Committee on De-Colonization to
seat terrorist leaders from
Africa. This move was opposed, in vain, by the. United
States, Britain and France.
Despite this dangerous double standard of the U.N. when
it comes to terrorism. Spinola
sees the actions of the Western nations in opposing the
seating of African terrorist
leaders on the De-Colonization Committee as positive.
-Perhaps the great paw.
ers," he told me, "have come
around to see the validity of
Portugal's position on the African question."
He was further asked
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Progress is piercing
Amazon's 'Green Hell'
By JAURES MAZZONE
Copley News Service
BRASILIA, Brazil - The
day when motorists can drive
all over Latin Arnerica is fast
approaching.
The drive won't be easy, but
it will be possible.
Already there are roads and
highways around the edge of
almost all the South American
continent and autos and
trucks and buses ply them
regularly.
But until Brazilian President Emilio Garrastazu
Medici recently opened the
first leg of the Transamazon
highway, a 767-mile-long
slash through the "green
hell" jungle of the Brazilian
heartland, there was no way
to get very far across the
South American continent at
its broadest point.
When completed the Transamazon highway system will
total some 3,400 miles in
length, stretching from the
Atlantic Ocean to the Peruvian border.
There it will connect with
roads through the Andes to
the Pacific coast.
Now, though, with the opening of the 767-mile section
from Maraba, on the Toncantins River, to Altamira, on the
whether he thought the worldwide revulsion against terrorist tactics, in the aftermath of
the Munich murders, played a
part. He replied, It may well
be connected and offers some
tangible evidence that the
western nations are returning
to realism when it comes to
their policy in Africa."
As we spoke here, the situation in Uganda was reaching
with frightening swiftness its
ugly apex with murder, pillage, mass arrests and deportation of Asians from the former British colony, With the
Ugandian situation in mind,
Spinola remarked, "The people are now more enslaved
than before.
"The precipitous granting
of the status of independence
was a serious mistake against
the African population,
thrown into slavery from
which they will free themselves one day. ... My country
will not commit that error regarding, the Portuguese Africans".

Xingu, it is possible to drive
about halfway across the widest part of Brazil, from Recife, the old colonial port on
Brazil's northeastern bulge,
as far as Altamira.
The 1,900-mile road is in
good shape, with some parts
better than others, said a Brazilian military engineer.
According to Mario Andreazza, Brazilian transport
minister, work on the next
625-mile leg of the highway is
going full steam. He says the
road to the Peruvian border
will be completed by late 1973.
The difficulties involved in
the work are enormous. Rain
and heat are two. Because of
heavy rainfall, construction
crews were able to labor only
half of the 20 months that
work on the Transamazon has
been under way.
The day that President Garrastazu Medici visited Altamira for the ceremonial dedi-

cation of that leg the temperature was 95 degrees and the
humidity seemed about the
same.
Nevertheless, the project is
being pushed enthusiastically.
For one thing, the road is
opening up vast virgin areas
of the 2-million-square-mile

WANT TO I

Antique
We bay and sell
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Over 150 in
repair clocks. J
Center. 753-757

Amazon region. Brazilian
homesteaders, mostly from
the impoverished coastal
areas of the northeast, where
work and water are scarce,
are being given 250-acre
tracts of land for development.
The government is providing the settlers with technical
assistance, with promise of
regional schools and hospitals
that will permit them to adequately care for their (aimlies, and the road over which
th6ir farm products can be
moved to market
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62 Artificial
46 Showy flower
34 Girl's name
language
36 Note of scale
48 Posts
64 Chaldean city
37 Figure of
51 Comunction
66 Behold,
speech
1
2
4
3
.::... 5
-7,:79 10 ti
6 7 8
39 Spirit
41 Symbol for
tantalum
12
—.13
k":4 14
42 Small brook
'''...'*.
44 Denude
‘,..:::V16 1715
18
19
,'.'•:•:.:..''
eo.
... . _
45 Greek letter
%
47 Artificial alloy
20
N.
.
•
71
•
72
4
„
25 26
al gold
•
•:.:
49 Algonquian
77
211 .
!:.
--C129
30 - ••• 31
Indians
eV
.•:•'•
50 Tableland
33•.*.
:v. 15
37
52 Greenland
... A
settlement
••
54 Greek letter
37
39
40
38
55 Also
--.•
57 Row
•._••• 12
411:744
'-41
59 Note of scale
61 Native metal
46 '..-..?.17
4411'linr49
415
6.3 Fight between
two
M
.
„
;....454
...".-• 52
1 ..
51
'
\•;.,11.,
65 Wolfhound
66 Preposition
68 Is mistaken
57
'
.;g‘'-';'2 ;. :i 59 '6:5
69 Harbor
'
':•:•.:.65 66
61 62
'
.
..- 7•:.63 64
DOWN
.:,k.ji
.•.•.'
og
4.9
1
457
11.
:
N1
1'
.
'
‘•
69
1 French coin
2 Admire greatly
3 A steelebbe.) •
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, lag. is

Music L
Professional I
Piano, organ, v
accordion, dru
instruments. .1
Center, Murra
7575.

FOR SALE
TWO *BEDRO
mobile home, 1
month,or sell to
753-8333 after 5.
7671 anytime.
HELP

•

APPLICATION
part time waiter
and bus boys wi
Pagliacci Italia
restaurant) at
SR-69 and Fai
Tenn., Wedne
sdays,3:30 to 5
AN OHIO Oi
portunity for
tat bonuses
trips to matur
area. Regardl
air mail A.
American I,u
696, Dayton,0

ptso .:.':.

--_-_-_-___

-HELP

0

: Night
•
:and C •

•
•

re you
a hazard
to your
wealth?
Everyt lime you hold your pay-check in your hot little hand, you
Promise yourselfto salt something
away. But man is weak. And what
you want today seems a lot more
important than worrying about
what you'll need tomorrow.
Quit kidding yourself.
Join the Payroll Savings Plan
where you work. It's easy. Just
specify an amount you want set
aside from your paycheck. Then
that money is ,used. to buy U.S.
Savings Bonds.Nou never see the
money,so the tempt at ion to spend
• it is removed. And with every paycheck, your money • grows.. So
when you need it. you'll find

I. Jerry
•
so
▪ OOOOO••
WANTED
Excellent op
man. Contac
North Main,
9900.

Ho
HANN
- Most

sissippi

you've got a sizeable amount
stashed away. Enough to help out
wilit what..tomorrow may bring.
If you ctin't trust yourself, trust
U.S. Savings Bonds. Then you'll
have a fund in your future.

E lioax1f, pa, 5
interrol when held lo *
0111%
matte**at .5 WW1,
. 10 mom** ,1. the
arm
K.10, Mr replaced of
11..ara,g1 When fvearlml 11** ran
he ramhpfl *
lkirTh Intentrl
dmos.
*
mot stitigetlt...t.111,
"wow. 1.11/0/1. ond AntrIA1 01
i‘
t

Take stock in America.
Join the Payroll Savings Plan.'

Full
Apply

4

drive fro
in 10 min
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about the

WANT TO BUY
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nthusiastical, the road is
virgin areas
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mostly from
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theast, where
r are scarce,
en 250-acre
for developent is providwith technical
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t them to adeor their famiad over which
oducts can be
ket

Saturday's Puzzle

Antique Clocks

GO•x100' LOT AT Baywood Vista,
N13C
$900.00. Phone 753-8470.

We buy and sell old clocks,
• cases, works and parts.
Over 150 in stock. We
eepair clocks. J & B Music
Center. 753-7575.

16 SPACE BOARD of health
approved trailer park. Two miles
east of Murray. Good investments at $13,000. Phone 753N14C
3648 or 753-6202.

Pianos -Organs
See why more people bUy
Wurlitter than any other
Sales-Service-Rental
piano
purchase. Practice piano and
studios. J8.6 Music Center.
Murray, Ky. 153-7575.

[

FOR SALE OR RENT
TWO 'BEDROOM furnished
mobile home, large. $69.00 per
month, or sell for $1895.00. Phone
753-8333 after 5:00 p.m., or 753N13C
7671 anytime.
HELP WANTED
APPLICATIONS FOR full and
part time waiters, assistant chefs
and bus boys will be accepted for
Pagliacci Italian Food )a dinner
restaurant) at its new location
SR-69 and Fairview Street, Paris,
Tenn., Wednesdays and ThurN14C
sdays,3:30 to 5:00 p.m.

ndicAte. Inc.

IS

HELP WANTED

1A1.411 •

ica.

sigha.

•

7•
F
.‘••#

No Foundation Required - Sixes 68' to 24x40'

HANNIBAL, Mo. )AP)
- Most people in this Mississippi River town can
drive from their home to work
in 10 minutes or less, but one
ftesident may be the world
champion commuter.
Charles K. Mudd doesn't
make the trip every day. but
when he does, he figures it's a
6.000-mile trip to his job as
maintenance shop supervisor
for the Oasis Oil Co. in Libya.
When Mudd and his family
lived in Tripoli, Libya. he
worked two full weeks in the
. company's desert base at Waha
and then had one week off the
job. Now that Mudd has moved
his family to his old hometown,
he works six weeks in the
desert and takes three weeks
off.
Mudd said he moved his family to Hannibal last year to enhance the education of his three
children. They had lived in Libya for more than eight years.
"In 1970, the prime minister
of Libya ordered native children should attend the company
school," Mudd said. "We decided our children's education
would suffer, so we returned to
the States.•'
Mudd says his commuting
costs are high, but under the
circumstances "it's worth it."
He flies commercially to Tripoli and then takes a company
plane to his base at Waha, 700
miles away.
Life at the desert camp,
Mudd says, "is not too bad, just

floor joists, 16" apart mounted on 4x6 pento-treoted skids

Darnell Marine Sales
Highway 94
Route 3 Murray, Ky.

Protect Your Home!
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours a
day the year round...Winter and Summer.

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION
"EVERY DAY YOU DELA(
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

Telephone 753-3734 or 753-5693
NOTICE

BELTONE FACTORY fresh 1971 BRIDGESTONE motorcycle' FINEST IN FM stereo reception.
hearing aid batteries for all mak. 200cc, like new. Low mileage., 10 static free FM stations are
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. N15C easonably priced. Phone 753- available for your listening
before six, 753-8701 after pleasure. For more information
71
EAR CORN for sale. Phone 753- 6:00.
N15C call Murray Cablevision 7535005.
5119.
N15C
December14C
all
GUTT
\S-SEARS
SEARS BICYCLE exerciser. aluminum eamless gutters DEMONSTRATO4SINGER
Penny's deluxe dress form, size installed on y
home by our Touch and Sew w
e walnut
N18C factory on wheels. Phone Larry cabinet with d a er space-.
WATER NOTICE: No deliveries B. Phone 753-8462.
Lyles at 753-231'B,, for free Machine is
made Thanksgiving week,
otch condition.
D14C Cabin
November 20-25, Sam Harris REDUCE SAFE and fast with estimate.
sli tly damaged.
GoBese Tablets and E-Vap
Water Service, Route 5, 753Comp
utfit, $229.95. Corn8061.
N15C "water pills." Holland Drug PORTABLE STEREO.
ice the money. Only
Store, 109South 4th.
N15C condition. Reasonable prt
sale. Murray Singer
Phone 753-8483 after 3:30 p.m.
Sew
Center, Belaire Shopping
N15NC
FOR RENT
n ter
N13C
Remember
THREE BEDROOM house.
Tuesday,
Couple preferred. Nice neigh- TWO LADIES Coats, one black, BEA iFULLY REFINISHED .
one white. Old Singer sewing ice box;small black Toy Poodle •
borhood. No pets,thorie 753N13C puppies; also 1 year old apricot
TFC machine. Phone 753-3939.
6388.
mother dog.'Phone 753-7941. N13C
with any fill-up
ANTIQUE GLASSWARE, old
FURNISHED TIAILER or 2 fish set,
figurines and depression PORTABLE 1NYPEWRITER
of Chevron Gasoline
bedroom apartment, one mile glass, all
patterns. Phone 753- with case. Like ?ri. $50.00.
east of Murray on Hwy. 121, 1862.
N14C Phone 753-9361.
N13C
EVERY TUESDAY
Phone 753-9957.
N14C

Are You A
Football Widow?
See page 3

FREE WASH

ASTRO CAR WASH'EXTRA

ANTIQUE BED and rocker. Also
NICE four bedroom clothes and other items. Phone
house. Carpeted, gas heat, large 753-6392.
N14C
CARPET SALE, all of Novem- rooms and plenty of storage.
Phone
753-5074.
TFC
ber. Hughes Paint Store, 401
TWO PIECE brown living room
N16C
Maple Street. Murray.
TWO BEDROOM furnished or suite, $15.00. White electric
unfurnished apartment, central range, $15.00. Two end tables and
heat and air. Good location. coffee table to match, $15.00.
N14C
Montgomery Ward
Available October 1. Phone 753- Phone 753-2515.
1203 Chestnut
Sale, NVegInesday only
10 percent off all Returned
Goods
Open till 7:00 P.M

100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
Licensed by State of Kentucky
Member Chamb r of Commer

If You
Phone....,,

PIANO TUNING, Registered
Craftsman P.T.G. Phone Jerry
Cain (collect) Paducah 5544636.
Decemberl2C
•.

753-1916

JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
TFC
753-7625 nights.

Before 5:00 p.m.
Or

753-7278
Between 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. In The
Evening
If you know your route
boy's number, please call
ham first If you get no
results then cal) John
Pasco , Jr at the above
number during the hours
listed

AUTO
INSURANCE

KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
13th Street. "Every day you
delay lets bugs have their
way."
TFC

16-24 YRS.
* LOW RATES
(Budget Terms)
For Furtherinformation
CALL 753-1 222

4331.

TFC

FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
living room, kitchen, bathroom
with shower and bath. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th Street, 753DecemberI4C
6609.

REAL LOGS for cabins; Genuine
pre cut log material for 20x28'
cabin with loft and porch. Do it
yourself and save. See model
next door to Brass Lantern
Restaurant in Aurora or phone
474-2792 or 753-9807.
N16C

14' JON BOAT, 7 H.P. motor,and
good trailer. All in good Condition. Ideal for duck hunting or\
fishing, $250.00. Phone 753-8760 or
753-8124.
N16C
GARAGE DOOR, 12.x10'. Cheap.
Phone 753-5315.
N13C

CALL
About Our
Aluminum Plates

I

Miss Your Paper -THREEBEVROOM brick house

GENERAL HOUSE wiring. BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
Installation or rework. No job too also bank gravel, fill dirt and
too small. Call for estimate topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
WANTED MAN: this area now big or
November 27P or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m. TFC
436-2159,
Jim.
available for sales and service of
Electrolux. For full details write
TUNING-RepairElectrolux, Ill South 6th Street, PIANO
rebuilding.
Prompt expert serPaducah, Ky. 42001, or phone 4436469.
TFC vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
Single or Married
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753November21C
8911.
MALES

Home Is in Missouri
But Job Is in Libya

nheidt. 4
01.0
the tir.,1
n,

Sturdi - House Portable Buildings
Completely Assembled including floors, Aluminum Sidewolls and Roof

Carry Germs

Y OWNER; four bedroom
home, with large den, large
private patio, large utility rpom,
maple cabinets, dishwasher,
garbage disposal. Close to Carter
and Middle Schools. Priced to
sell. Bank loan available to right
person. Phone 753-1822 days, or
TFC
753-6342 nights.

AN OHIO Oil Co. offers op- NEEDED ONE salesman to work
portunity for high income plus Murray area. Company car
..eas1) bonuses and convention furnished for business and
trips to mature man in Murray pleasure. Group hospital and life
area. Regardless of experience, insurance, retirement paid 100
air mail A.K. Read, Pres., per cent by company. $8,000 to
American Lubricants Co., Box $12,000 first year potential. Must
N16• have previous sales experience
696, Dayton,Ohio 45401.
or sales aptitude.Interviews will
•••OOOOOOOOOOOOO 11•1111•111*
be held any day after 5:00 p.m. or
e--orr -Saturdzy if necessary. •CalL
HELP
WANTEIT--•
•
•
• Orkin in Paducah 442-8251 collect
:
Night Shift Cook :for appointment.
TFC
a
a
•

WANTED T.V. technician.
Excellent opportunity for right
man. Contact Sight & Sound, 80
North Main, Benton, Ky., 527N16C
9900.

FOR SALE

Storage, Cabins, Offices, Mobile Home Additions

DO YOU want a 10 per cent -4
7
return on your investment? Let
us show you how your money can
grow without ever lifting a hand.
See us about a good investment in
a 40 acre farm.
Grocery store and five
bedroom house on one acre of
+-13
land on Ky. 94 west of Murray.
Here is an opportunity to own a ti E3E CAREFUL OF WHAT YOU ASK FOR,;31G
going grocery business with room 13EAR.THEY MIGHT TRY TO GIVE US THE
to expand or convert to beauty
WHOLE COUNTRY i3AcK,
shop, repair and clean up shop,
etc. Both buildings are in exSERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
cellent condition. Here is at
chance to have a business and
house for only $22,000.
Termites
John C. Neubauer Real Estate.
208 South 4th Street, Murray, Eat Your Home
Kentucky, 753-0101. John C.
lb
Neubauer, broker, 753-7531.
c
Robert Rodgers, Salesman, 753Roaches /
7116.
N14C

•
Carn
••
Hostess
ostess •
•
•
•
WA TED
•
Full Time
•
•
•
GRILI.
COOK
•
: Apply In Person
.
• Apply In Person to
.
.• GRECIAN STEAK
: Jerry's Restaurant .
HOUSE
•
So. 12th St.
.
•
•
•

ble amount
gh to help out
w may bring.
Yourself, trust
s. Then you'll
future.

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

ei*

MUSIC

Music Lessons

Pronoun
Poem
Knock
Emmet
Preposition
Artificial
language
64 Chaldean ci y
66 Behold,

FOR SALE

CHECK THIS! You can build a
WANT TO BUY old furniture, brick, stone, wood, or
comattic junk, or anything of value. bination home, have a garage in
Phone 436-2135.
November21C back and a garden on _this lot. It
has city water, no city taxes, no
WANT TO BUY 300 bales of red unnecessary
regulations.
clover or jap hay, no pony bales.
Blacktop, fireplugs. Your type of
N13C lot
Phone 753-8894.
for your kind of home.
$3450.00. See Sam Harris. N15C

Professional teachers of
Piano, organ, voice, guitar,
accordion, drums and band
instruments. .1 8. B ,Music
Center, Murray, Ky. 7537575.

53
56
58
60
61
62

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

TALL FESCUK-seed.._Kentucky
newly decorated. Storage space, 31 number l's. 12-50 pound bags,
space for washer and dryer, 20 cents per pound. John D.
$125.00 per month. Phone 436- Calhoun 436-2368.
N13C
N14C
5580.
1971 -250cc OSSA Stiletto
NEW THREE-bedroom brick motocrosser and 3 bike trailer.
apartment, carpet, central heat Phone 753-5699.
N16P
and air, range, dierksal, washer
and dryer hook up, large lot. HIDE-A-BED couch in good
$150.00.'Phorie /53-7550.
TFC condition, brown tweed, Early
American. See in Coldwater.
FURNISHED THREE bedroom Phone 489-2141.
N14P
Murray.
of
miles
South
10
home,
Must furnish references. Phone COMPLETELY
REBUILT
Puryear, Tenn., 1-901-247-5353 for Volkswagen engine,
1965. 1325.00
N14
appointment.
installed, $275.00 exchange.
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
wall to wall carpeting, heat, air
conditioned, utilities furnished.
One block from University
campus. Couples only, no pets.
May be seen at 1641 Miller, TFC

Phone 753-8046, ask for Don. N14C

25' each

The Ledger & Times
103 N. 4th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1916
1972 WINCHESTER two bedroom
mobile home, I's baths, raised
kitchen. Take over payments,
$107.62. Phone collect Roy Taylor
502-838-6635.
N21C
1969 FORTY-TWO foot house
boat, twin 185 h.p. engine, 6.5 KW
power plant. Heat and air, depth
finder and other extras. Winter
price $16,000. Phone 753-3648 or
753-6202.
3C

1969 FORD 1 ton wrecker, all
new in fall of 1969. House trailer
axles with tires and wheels. Used
'.-900 x20 truck tires. Call Clifford SHOP WITHOUT going shopping.
ELECTRONICS
0
MALI. WORLGarrison, 707 Sycamore,753Amway Products. Phone 436307 N. 4th 753-6091
N14C 5525, Phillis Lusk.
N22P
EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted, 5429.
RADIO, TELEVISION,
SMALL APPLIANCE
color TV,air conditioned, electric
SERVICE
SALES 8
heat. $100.00 per month, deposit CREOSOTED POLES and penta
SPECIALIZING IN CB & CAR
treated lumber. Also styrofoam CRAIG FLOOR mount stereo
RADi0 REPAIR _
required. Phone 753-7358.
TFC
logs for dock flotation. Murray tape player,2 Craig speakers and
5 tapes. One month old. Priced
FURNISHED APARTMENT. Lumber Company, 104 Maple
AUTOS FOR SALE
reasonable. Phone 753-8934 after
Street.
N15C
electric heat, air conditioned,
N13C
505 Main
4:00 p.m.
T.V.
antenna.
Married
couple
1969 CIIEVROLET ,C-10 serie,
CLEANINGET
CARPET
perfect
preferred. No pets. .Phone 753V8 straight shift. In
cleaner you ever used, so easy 18' TURBOCRAFT jet boat and
COLLEGE STUDENT - Ex- condition. Phone 753-3712. N13C 6047 or see at 507 North 4th
Street.
N14C too. Get Blue Lustre. Rent trailer.. Been used 20 hours.
perienced painter and house
electric shampooer $1. Big K, Original price $6800.00. Will sell
repairs. Reasonable rates.1 1,967 DODGE MOO 'an, 6
Belaire Shopping Center. N18C for 1 2 price. Phone 436-2427. N14C
References. Bob Stevens, 753- Cylinder. Phone 436-589R after THREE ROOM, unfurnished
electric
heat,
jetec
apartment,
N16P 6:00 p.m.
3531.
PROBLEM? FOUR
downtown location-one block to SLEEPING
PIECE
Spanish
Restless?
Get
Snoozer
Tablets for Mediterranean bedroom suite,
and
churches.
bank,
grocery,
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank 1956 CHEVROLET pickup truck,
a safe night's sleep. Only 98 with queen size bed, mattress and
Mature lady preferred. 753installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC wood motor, good tires, rough 1299.
N13P cents. Holland Drug Store, 109 springs included. Phone 753N I3C
body. Plume 753-3830.
Soutn 4th.
N15C 9280.
N14C
HAULING DONE anytime.
Garbage in county. Will haul 1966 VOLKSWAGEN, extra nice FIVE MAI house, North highway. Paneled, electric heat,
bundled newspapers from your Low mileage. Phone 753•
•
home. J.D. Pace, Phone 753NI4C garage. Phone Hopkinsville 8868760.
•
N13C
3681.
•
7450.
N14C

not very exciting." The carry
provides a variety of recreational facilities for the men, but FOR THE finest FM stereo
subscribe
to
families are not permitted remotion,
there except at Christmas be- Cablevision. 10 static free FM
cause of the lack of schools and stations are available for your
listening pleasure. Call Murray
shopping facilities.
DI4C
Mudd said the favorite activi- Cablevision 753-5005,
ty at the camp is going into the
desert at night.
WILL DO baby-sitting in my
"Almost all of us go out in the home, days. Lynn Grove area,
N14P
evening and look for fossils, Route 4, Box 158.
petrified wood, arrow heads or
World War II relics. It doesn't
get dark until 10 p.m.. so going
LOST & FOUND
into the desert is really the
biggest form of recreation," he
10 STATIC free FM stereo radio
said.
As a result. Mudd hats an stations that can be found by
extensive collection of fossil; instidling an FM outlet to your
he found in the desert, including existing cablevision installation.
a petrified elephant's head, a Call Murray Cablevision, 753petrified fern, many pieces of 5005.
D14C
petrified ivory and animal's
teeth.
LOST: ONE steel rack for top of
Mudd's wife. Etta, says she"
cleaning, back
has learned to adjust to her car -Phone 753-5327-Reward. N16• SEPTIC TANK
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp
husband's unusual working situTFC
753-5933.
ation.
"It is not too hard an adjustment," she said. "I don't like
separations, but with Kenny
home during the day I find we
have a much better environment. We can do things together, and when we have a qua rreLe_
We can solve it without the chilLOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
dren underfoot."
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
Mudd sees at least one advantage _to_ .the arrangement,
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
too. "When I get home, Etta-1S
so glad to see me she doesn't
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Ph. 621-2932
mind putting up with me around
the house." he explained..

Doug Willoughby
Insurance

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE

i
I

'1

I

! COLLECTOR'S CORNER

•
1966 CADILLAC Coupe DeVille,
•
TWO BEDROOM duplex apart- •
all power,sharp. Phone 753ment,
built-in
stove,
garbage
N14C
8760.
disposal, dishwasher, hook up for
1962 CHEVROLET Bel Air washer and dryer. $100.00 per
station wagon, 63,000 actual month. Phone 753-8175 or 753N13C
N17C 3567.
miles. Phone 753-7228.
THREE ROOM furnished house
on old Benton Road. Electric
heat, air conditiond, antenna
PEST CONTROL
, couple
Married
garage,
AVERAGE HOME sprayed for preferred. No pets. Phone 753- •
N13C •
• s •
$15 00 Six -mo th uarantee No 602.
recRired.
monthly contract
e
FURNISHED HOUSE for college °
Superior Exterminating
°n1- girls, one block from University
jiani,'Phone 75P
De
be 5c Available -NDV-EMber- 1-. -.Phone
7266
cem r
TFC
753-4974.

(121 West, Next to Fairgrounds)

•
•
•

.
.• ,
• • Antiques
.
.
.
• Treasures
.
.
.
.
.
.
1,* Junque i
.
.
•
9:00-2:30 Tueday through .
.
.
:

•
Open
.
Friday, 7:00-9:00 Tuesday and :
.
Thursday Nights; 9:00-5:00
•
•
Saturday; 1:00-5:00 Sunday

***II•1100000

00000

00000••1111•1111•14
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City School
Lunch Menu
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'Wild Raspberry Gift Shop
Mrs. McKinney
Opens For Business On Sunday Passes Away
Here Sunday

Final Rites Held
Sunday Afternoon
For Mrs. Tidwell

MONDAY—NOVEMBER 13, 1972

Violent Storm Skyjackers...
Sweeps Across
Europe Today

Bible College
To Be on Annual
State Program

(Continued from Page 1)
shortly before they commandThe Murray City Schools
A new business has opened in turned into a full-time business.
eered the plane Friday night?
lunch menu for this week will be.
Murray, "The Wild
Rasp- Bonnie and Joe have traveled
The funeral for Mrs. 011ie
—Will Cuba return the ranas follows:
berry."
unconventio
hundreds
This
of miles to -hand
nal
Ruby ) Tidwell of Murray
som money and the hijackers
Monday--Ravioli, whole
LONDON
storm
)AP)
—
A
of
Mrs. Lola Grogan McKinney Route Two was held Sunday at violent winds,
By Tom Perkins
kernel corn, baked apples, shop stocks something for every pick" the gifts in the "Wild
rain and snow to the United States?
Tuesday, November 14,
whole wheat breed, cookie, taste, the owners said. Artists Raspberry." Many hours were of 905 Sycamore Street, two p.m. at the chapel of the swept across Europe today,
---Why did the FBI order its
and craftsmen from several spent tracking down that Murray, passed away'Sunday at Blalock-Coleman Funeral
milk.
leaving more than a score of marksmen to shoot the tires of Baptists from all over Kentucky
Tuesday-Beef stew, peanut states have made exciting craftsman that had a special 1:15 a.m. at the Westview Home with Bro. Henry Hargis persons dead, homes destroyed the hijacked Southern DC9 and will gather at Louisville for the
butter crackers, pickles, peach articles to fill the shelves of talent no one else could Nursing Home. She was 68 officiating.
or flooded and uprooted trees, endanger the lives of the pas- annual Kentucky Baptist
Wild
Raspberry." duplicate. Bonnie's ideas and years of age.
James Brandon, Elvin still bearing golden leaves of sengers and crew? An FBI Convention. Mid-Continent
cookie, bread and butter, milk. "The
Wednesday-Fish with tarter Featuring hand made gifts and Joe's skill with a hammer and
The Murray woman was a Crouse, Rob McCallon, Hoyt autumn, lying across roads and spokesman declined to com- Bible College of Mayfield,
Kentucky, will for the first time
sauce, buttered potato, slaw, accessories is the main ob- paint brush add up to a very member of the ,Poplar Spring McCallon, Danny Cunningham, highways.
ment.
Baptist
ginger bread, bread and butter, jective of the "Wild Rasp- unusual shop.
Church.
Police and family members in its twenty-three year history,
Born and Glen Beach served as
Germany
was
hardest
hit.
"The Wild Raspberry" is November 16, 1903,
berry." Not only gifts a person
in Marshall pallbearers. Burial was in the Winds up to 124 miles an hour identified the hijackers as Mel- be on the State program.
This recognition is just one of
Thursday-Sausage, creamed can buy but gifts one can make located at 1119 North Arcadia, County,she was the daughter of Antioch Cemetery with the howled through the Harz Moun- vin Charles Cale, 21, of Oak
behind the Grecian Steak the late Bryant Scott and
potatoes and gravy, ap- himself.
Pencie arrangements by the Blalock- tains. Twelve persons were Ridge, Term.; his half-brother, the many honors that has come
"The Wild Raspberry" House, next door to the Jewlart. Lee Scott. Mrs. McKinney
plesauce, biscuits, jelly and
was Coleman Funeral Home.
killed, at least five by falling Lewis K. Moore, 27, of Detroit, to the Bible College in the past
conducts classes in any type Incidently the Jewelart is also preceded in death py two
Mrs.. Tidwell, age 78, died trees.
butter, milk.
and Henry D. Jackson, 25, also year. The College will appear at
sons,
craft, so a person can learn to owned by the Raspberry's. To
Friday at 4:45 p.m. at the
2:40 on the Tuesday afternoon
The Netherlands, battered by of Detroit.
Friday-Corn dogs, cooked make the same items they sell. make life even busier for the Earl Grogan, in 1944 and Euel
Murray-Calloway County winds of 90 m.p.h., lost six perGrogan in 1956.
The FBI here said the U.S. program. Wendell Rone, Dean
buttered carrots, blackeyed This shop
Raspberry's,
after
opening
the
is an outlet for any
include
Survivors
her Hospital. She was a member of
attorney's office in Birming- of the Graduate Department,
peas, cake, bread, milk.
craftsman to sell his wares. of "The Wild Raspberry," they husband,Owen McKinney of 905 the Union Grove Church of sons, including three from fall- ham,_Ala.,
had been authorized and Tom Perkins, Director of
ing
trees.
There is not other quite like it in are opening another Jewelart in Sycamore Street,
Murray; one Christ. Her parents were the
In Gosselies, Belgium, a wo- to file air-piracy charges Development, will be there to
Memphis,
Western Kentucky.
Tenn.
daughter, Mrs. Charles. E. late William Butterworth and man was killed when the roof against the three.
represent the College.
FREE PUPPIES
Because of their busy (Eva) Hale of 1604
Joe and Bonnie Raspberry, of
Baptists in the State of
Cale was described as an esBelinonte Betty Routen Butterworth.
of her house was lifted and fell
Puppies, half Collie and half Chicago, Ill., formerly of schedules they have asked
Vicki Drive, Murray; one sister, Mrs.
The survivors include her back, crushing the top story.
capee from the Nashville Com- Kentucky, sponsor three
German Shepherd, six weeks Murray, conceived the idea for James to manage "The
Wild Mamie Lynch of Paducah; one husband; one son, Billy Tidwell
Liberal Arts Colleges, at least
Southern Europe appeared to munity' Work Release Center.
old, are free to persons for pets. this shop from their hobbies. Raspberry." Vicki is the
wife of brother, Hervie Scott of of Murray Route Two; one have been
Jackson and Moore were de- one high school, an institute,
information.
protected by the
489-2316
for
Call
What started as relaxation has Dwain James and the daughter Hopkinsville; four
Mid-Continent Bible
grand- granddaughter, Mrs. Dwain Alps where the main passes scribed as close friends who be- and
of Mr. and Mrs. Donald children, Steve
Hale, Miss !Pam) Elkins of Murray Route were closed by six inches of came embittered after losing a College of Mayfield. Of all the
Crawford of Lynn Grove. Being Angela Hale, Earl
$4-million lawsuit in which they educational institutions of
Grogan, and Two; one grandson, Rodney snow.
a native of Murray, and Mrs. Larry'
Wilson, all of Tidwell of Mayfield; four great
Snow fell, too, in the Pennine accused Detroit police of bru- Baptist in Kentucky, Midknowing the people of this area
grandchildren.
Hills of England. Trees blocked tality. They were freed on $500 Continent is the only one not
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS Saturday he was pleased with gives Vicki an idea of what gifts Murray.
Funeral
services
bond in a rape case last month. requiring _funds from the
will
be
held
Tuesday's
outcome
roads.
the
presi,
of
Farm Bureau
the people of Murray would like. today at two p.m. at the Poplar
Buchanan said it was the hi- Baptist State office located at
Main roads in London's fashLEXINGTON, Ky. 1AP ) — dential election.
Mrs. James graduated from Spring Baptist Church
with
ionable West End were blocked jacker called "Henry" who shot Middletown, Kentucky, Mid"I have grandchildren, and
Delegates from all of KenMurray State University in Rev, Jerrell White
and Rev.
with debris and trees, and Johnson after FBI agents Continent Bible College has long
tucky's 120 counties will meet I'd hate to think they would go January of 1970
with a major in Lynn Walker Officiating.
traffic was brought to a stand- opened fire on the plane's tires felt that it was better to look to
in Lexington this week for the through their lives, saying,'My art. The past 2,1
years she
Pallbearers will be J.D.
the local churches for support,
still near one of the river cross- in Orlando.
53rd annual state convention of grandfather took the worst taught art in
the Lyon County Roberts, Dale Campbell,
Johnson told rfewsmen in a and to let the State funds be
ings.
beating
in
history
presof
the
Cliff
a
the Kentucky Farm Bureau
School system in Eddyville.
Campbell, "Paul Lassiter,
Miami hospital that the FBI used for other purposes related.
idential election.'"
Federation.
Mrs. James experience has Jackie Byerly, and
gunfire -really provoked the hi- to missions.
Goldwater, who participated
Gray
More than 1,200 members are
PADUCAH, Ky. ( AP) — A
mainly been with arts and Roberts.
jackers. They told me theyMid-Continent has long been
expected, John W. Koon,execu- in ceremonies dedicating the crafts.
state Police Trooper suffered a
Her
major
objective
were going to kill me in front working toward becoming
Interment
will be in the
tive secretary of the organ- Patton Museum of Cavalry and during
broken nose, bruises and lacerher under-graduate Barnett Cemetery with
'Continued from Page 1)
of everyone to make an ex- recognized as an educational
Armor, lost the 1964 election to
the ations early Sunday
ization, said.
when he
training was weaving. At the arrangements by
ample out of me." Buchanan institution of merit. This year
Lyndon
the
Johnson.
BlalockB.
The delegates will decide 1973
Another
beaten
was
clause in the said the
following a highpresent time she is working Coleman Funeral
copilot ducked as the they have added three new
Home.
policies of the farm organspeed chase in Western Ken- measure allows a person more
toward her masters' degree at
hijacker fired.
faculty members, a graduate
ization and discuss farm issues, Drug Burglary
than 65 to hold an'ainterirn
tucky.
M.S.U. in weaving. All the
Buchanan said the pilot, department, and a transfer
EMINENCE. Ky.( AP) — Ofincluding taxes, tobacco, the
assignment
State Police at Mayfield said
as an acting ad. Capt. Bill
classes taught by the "The Wild
Haas 'of La Grande, program. Enrollment, inetvironment,foreign trade, fed- ficials are investigating the
Gary Smith, 23, stationed at the ministrative officer until the
Raspberry" will be conducted
Term., was "as courageous a cluding two classes taught off
eral farm programs, labor leg- burglary' of a drugstore here
Mayfield Post, apparently was appointment of a successor.
James.
Mrs.
by
person as I ever met. He in- campus by Mid-Continent Inislation and use of agricultural over the weekend in which
beaten by occupants of the car
"The Wild Raspberry"
A vote on a new open-house stilled confidence."
drugs valued at between $10,000
chemicals.
structors, has reached one
he was chasing on an alleged policy for campus dormitories
opened Sunday, November 12,
When an ambulance returned hundred -fifty seven. Off
Kentucky Farm Bureau Pres- and $15,000 were taken.
traffic
violation.
was deferred by the board until Johnson to the Southern relief campus
State Police at LaGrange with a Christmas open house
ident Louie F. Ison and Americourses,
when
Jimmy Woodford, 29, of Love- the next
from one until six p.m.
meeting. The proposal plane after hospital treatment available, may be taken with or
can Farm Bureau president said the drugs, including morElizabeth
Mrs.
Brown
T.
of
laceville,
been
has
charged
The
gifts
at
the
shop include:
William J. Kuhfuss, will speak. phine and codiene, apparently
810 Poplar Street, Murray, with malicious striking and would allow each residence hall in Miami, passengers waiting without credit.
to have as many as eight open- to be flown to their original
were the only items taken. The candles made from antique succumbed Saturday at
A record number forty-six
7:10
burglary was discovered Sun- glasswar, scented candles, p.m. at the Westview Nursing wounding with intent to kill. house periods a year, with not destination gave him a standing new students enrolled at the
Gold Water
Woodford's
wife,
Vickie,
novelty
16,
candles,
all handmade,
more than five in any one ovation.
FT. KNOX, Ky.( AP — Sen. day afternoon by Roger Cook,
College for the Fall trimester.
a complete selection of Home. She was 87 years of age was charged with disorderly semester.
The flight out of Miami Sun- New students include both
Barry Goldwater, R-Ariz.. said owner of Cook's Pharmacy.
and
her
death
followed
an ex- conduct. Woodford is free on
ceramics from Mar-Lane
However, David Curtis of day night, which retraced the Freshman
and
Transfer
$1,000 bond, and his wife is free LaCenter,
Ceremics of Murray, textiles of tended illness.
Student Organization hijacked plane's original course students.
deceased
The
was
a
member
on
8100
bond.
all shape and fashion, hand
president
and student in reverse, marked the end of a
Registration for the Winter
State Police said a second representativ
thrown pottery with lucious of the Seventh Day Adventist
e
on
the board, hopscotch journey that started Trimester, which is expected to
Church and was the wife of L. E. man is being sought.
glazes.
when the twin-engine jet was be the largest ever, begins on
objected that "it is not really' a
NEW YORK ) AP) — PresiOfficials said the car Smith board
Wall hangings, dress lengths, Brown who died in August 1964.
VATICAN CITY (AP) —
dential adviser Henry A. Kisdecision but an ad- commandeered over Alabama January 2nd. Information, and
January
Born
22,
1885,
in
Carrot
was chasing crashed off Yellow ministrative
Friday night.
singer took time out from af- Pope Paul VT has conducted a crocheted afghans, scarves, County, Tenn., Mrs. Brown was
matter."
pre-registration, may be obDog Road in Carlisle County,
During its commandeered tained anytime between now
He contended that the board
fairs of state to attend a Broad- beatification ceremony at St. hats and house shoes, all loving the daughter of the late George
the
but
occupants
were
hurt
not
should accept the proposal flight, the plane landed at Jack- and January 2nd.
way show and a professconal Peter's Basilica for Sister hand made. You'll find Washington Fry and Melissa
in the crash. Smith was treated
favorably but not as policy "so son, Miss.; Cleveland, Ohio;
football game matching the -AigOifina Pietialltont;arr ttatian-- macrame halters, purses, belts, Josephine -Kelley_ Fry...
tWestern Baptist Hospital
candle and flower poi holders.
it_can be chasged.in the future, Toronto, Canada; Lexington,
New York Jets and Buffalo nun slain 78 years ago.
Survivors
include
one here and released Sunday after- if the circumstances warrant
Chattarteogat Havana.,
Beatification is the last step
Bills.
daughter, Mrs. Ella Murray noon.
change, through administrative Key West and Orlando, and HaAfter watching the Jets before possible ,canonization
The Woodfords were arrested
Kee,810 Poplar Street, Murray;
vana again for a final landing.
channels."
smash the Bills 41-3 Sunday, one day of Sister Agostina, who
one son, Malcomb F. Brown of shortly after the incident at a
Along the way, the three hiwas
murdered
The plan is an expansion or
on
Nov.
13, 1894,
Kissinger mingled with the Jet
Paris, Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. relative's home in Love- the
jackers demanded $10 million
present
players in their locker room as she made her rounds at a
open-hous,
J. C. Brown of Covington and laceville.
program at Murray State. It in ransom, threatened to crash
and commented, "They were Rome hospital.
The
chase
started
in permits supervised
Mrs. Georgia Alexander of
Funeral services for Elvin
The
pontiff
saluted
all so friendly after having
Sister
visitation the plane into a nuclear facility
McCracken County and contin- periods
between men and at Oak Ridge, Tenn., and asked Morton of Murray Route Seven
been so tough on the field min- Agostina and her fellow Sisters By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS. Loma Linda, California; one
ued along the county line road women
of Charity during the ceremony
who live in the residence to talk by radio with President were held Sunday' at two p.m. at
Heavy snowfall, flash floods granddaughter,- Mrs. Helen
utes earlier."
separating McCracken and halls
Edwards
of
South
Bend,
Ind.;
Nixon whits the plane circled -the chapel of the J.H. Churchill
on
Sunday
on Sunday afternoons.
and
for
severe
their dedication
Kissinger also posed for phothunderstorms bothGraves County at speeds in exAn application for read- above the Florida White House Funeral Home with Rev. A.G.
ered large areas between the one grandson, Kelley Mack
tographs with Jets quarterback and sacrifices.
cess of 100 miles per hour.
Kesterson and Rev. Terry Sills
mission for the spring semester at Key Biscayne, Fla.
Rockies and the Mississippi Brown of Paris, Tenn.; two
Joe Narnath, linebacker Larry
The beating marked the sec- by
great
grandchildre
n.
Nixon's deputy press secre- officiating.
GROSSE
River
Michael D. Lowery of
POINTE
SHORES,
today.
Grantham and coach Weeb Euond involving law enforcement
Funeral services will be held
Serving as pallbearers were
Mich. ( AP)—Sheila Firestone
Madisonville was approved by tary, Neal Ball, said presidenSnow was generally three or
bank.
officers in the Paducah area in the board.
Lowery is one of four tial aides "decided that such a Harold, Joe Pat, Elwood, and
Kissinger said that, as a boy, Ford, great-granddaughter of four inches deep in eastern Col- Tuesday at one p.m. at the
a little over a week.
black students disciplined for conversation would not be help- Charles McReynolds, Pat Dale
he was a "baseball nut who auto pioneer Henry Ford, is en- orado, southeastern Wyoming, chapel of the Max Churchill
Two deputy U.S. marshals, disrupting
Orr, and Otto Chester.
idolized Yankee players like gaged and plans be married in western Nebraska and western Funeral Home with Bro. Bill
an alumni luncheon ful."
Billy Stubblefield and Mickey on Homecoming
After the first landing in HaBurial was in the Sinking
South Dakota. Snow fell on the Strong and Bro. Conn Arnold
Joe DiMaggio and Tommy Hen- June.
Day in 1971.
.,Sullivant,
both of Paducah,
officiating.
Miss Ford, daughter of Mr. southern and central Rockies.
His suspension by' the board vana on Saturday, the hijackers Spring Cemetery with the
rich."
Interment will be in the were beaten outside a Paducah for a semester was
Rain dampened the southern
On Saturday night, Kissinger and Mrs. William Clay Ford of
upheld in ordered Haas to take off when arrangements by the J.H.
McI,emorsville, Tenn., nightclub
last
weekend.' U.S. District Court.
attended a performance of the Grosse Pointe Shores, is en- plains and the middle MisTwo
of the Prime Minister Fidel Castro re- Churchill Funeral Home.
with
the Stubblefield was hospitalized four, all members of the Black fused to meet personally with
Morton,age 75, died Friday at
Broadway. show "That Cham- gaged to William Justus Brock, sissippi River valley. Flash Cemetery
i:05 p.m. at the Murrayson of Mr. and Mrs. James flood warnings were issued for arrangements by the Max for two days. Sullivant suffered Student Union on the campus-, them.
pionship Season."
minor injuries. The FBI has are
After a refueling stop at Key Calloway County Hospital. He
Earl Brock, also of Grosse parts of Kansas, Missouri and Churchill Funeral Home where
currently enrolled in
been investigating that in- classes.
friends
may
call.
Oklahoma.
Pointe
Shores,
A
severe thunderthe family disNEW YORK (AP) — Israel's
The fourth student was West,. the DC9 landed at Or- was a member of the Lynn
cident, and no arrests have expelled.
lando's McCoy Air Force Base, Grove United Methodist Church
defense minister, Moshe Da- closed Sunday. Brock is a cred- storm watch was in effect for
been made.
where FBI marksmen shot four and was the son of the late
yan, has arrived in the United it-analyst trainee with the parts of eastern Texas and
Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp,
tires. Big chunks of tire rubber Edward Morton and Mary E
States for talks in Washington Chase Manhattan Bank in New northwestern Louisiana.
vice-president
for
ad- and large
Other parts of the country
amounts of oil were Elizabeth Adams Morton. He
later this week with Secretary York.
ministrative affairs, old
found on the runway'.
Miss Ford's father is owner were mostly cloudy, with clear
was preceded in death by one
of State William P. Rogers.
members of the board than an
Gary Armstrong, a senior
The crew and passengers son, Bob Morton, on January 26,
Dayan was whisked away by of the Detroit Lions of the Na- spots in the Southeast. Scat- from Sheffield, Ala.,
official
contract
has 'been were
will
shielded from newsmen at 1968.
security men after landing at tional Football League. She is a tered thunderstorms riunblecl present a trumpet
signed and that work by White
recital at
Miami International Airport.
senior at Yale University. Her across southern Florida.
Kennedy Airport Sunday.
Survivors include his wife,
and Congleton, a Lexington
Murray State University Nov.
Also injured during the mara- Mrs. Willie Mae Stokes Morton
Temperatures before dawn
He is to meet with Rogers grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
15 at 8:30 p.m. in the Farrell
contracting firm, on the
thon flight were Frank Robin- of Murray Route Seven; two
Thursday and has said the talks Harvey S. Firestone Jr. of Ak- ranged from 9 at Bryce Can- Recital Hall of
academic-athletic complex at
the Price
will center on relations between ron, Ohio, and Mrs. Edsel B. yon, Utah, to 81 at West Palm Doyle Fine Arts Building.
WINDSOR, England ( AP) — Murray State will soon be in full son, 47, of Tampa, Fla., who daughters, Mrs. Gary (Mary
broke his leg while jumping off Ella) Sprague of Jacksonville.
Israel and the United States Ford of Grosse Pointe Shores Beach, Fla.
Armstrong, who recently A retired former schoolmistress swing.
Some other reports: Anchora
wing when the plane landed Ill., and rs. Bill (Shirley) .iefand U.S. arms sales to the Is- and the late Mr. Ford, only son
won
lone,
a
20-year-battl
has
e
age 18 cloudy, Atlanta 54 partly completed his student teaching to get rid of a parking lot
He expressed confidence that in Cuba, and Alvin Fortson, 83, frey of Lexington; one son,
of Henry Ford.
raelis.
in
the
at
Mayfield
School,
High
will
be
cloudy, Boston 46 cloudy, Bufthe project, which includes a of Trumann, Ark., who suffered Harry Morton of Murray.Boute
center of Windsor.
falo 40 cloudy,' Chicago 45 accompanied at the piano by
when
the
1952,
town paved I6,000-seat football stadium, head injuries and a broken Seven; eight grandchildren;
In
cloudy, Cincinnati 41 partly Mrs. Marie Taylor, an in- over the two-acre tract
ftzur great grandchildren.
known will be ready for play next wrist.
structor
in
music
at
Murray'
cloudy, Cleveland 43 cloudy,
season. Two years behind
Bachelor's
Acre,
Doris
Melas
State,
an 11-piece orchestra
Dallas 57 partly' cloudy, Denver
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
lor objected. She claimed the schedule, the facility has been
Bill Linn Of Pinkerton
25 very light snow, Detroit 39 made up of faculty members
site was common land, the 'plagued by delay, including a
and
students,
and
by
a
woodSAIGON AP) — The United reported 62 assaults, including clear, Honolulu 76 cloudy, Inshutdown
of about five months
property of the people, and had
Detecive Agency Here
wind quintet. States delivered 31 amphibious 39 rocket and mortar attacks, dianapolis 44 cloudy, Kansas
following cancellation of the
been for 800 years.
Accompanied
by
Mrs.
Taylor,
vehicles to South Vietnam during the 24-hour period end- City 45 fog, Los Angeles 55
Bill Linn, general manager of
EDDYVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The Windsor Borough Council original contract because of
clear, ,Louisville 44 cloudy, he will present John Addigons
today as'part of its equipment ing at dawn.
poor workmanship and lack of Lyon County' authorities ar- the Pinkerton Detective Agency
her
brushed
off,
but
Miss
Mel"Concerto
for
Trunipet," and
Miami 76 clear, Minneapolis-St.
buildup anticipating a ceaserested Thomas Francis King- with main offices in New York,
will join Gene Kin, Hartford, in lor wouldn't give up. Now the progress.
fire Meanwhile, U.S. B52
WASHINGTON (AP)- A Re- Paul 28 clear, Nashville 50 "Concerto
Hogancamp also revealed ston, 50, early today and spent the weekend with
Common Land Commission has
for
Two
Trumpets"
bombers continued heavy raids publican committee that chan- partly cloudy, New York 48
upheld her contention and or- that long range plans include charged him in the death of a relatives including Mr. and
by Manfredini.
across all four countries of In- neled $100,000 into President cloudy, Philadelphia 45 clear,
Mrs. Orville Anderson, Mr. and
In addition to presenting tw, dered the paving removed and the possibility of the conversion man whose body was found
dochina in attempts to blunt the Nixon's re-election campaign Phoenix 48 cloudy,"Pittsburgh
of Ordway Hall, a women's near his trailer home Sunday Mrs. Wayne Flora, and Mr. and
back.
grass
put
It
will
the
cost
French
trumpet
selections,
similar North Vietnamese says it does not have to make 35 partly cloudy, St. Louis 42
Mrs. Henry Erwin.
Armstrong also will appear as the council 30,000 pounds — dormitory, into a facility to night.
buildup
known the sources of its funds cloudy, San Francisco 51 light one
This was Linn, first visit to
The dead man was identified
$72,000 -- a year in park- complement the Waterfield
about
of
three
trumpet
laloists
The 30-foot amphibious troop despite a new federal law re- rain, Seattle 43 clear, WashingStudent Union Building as a as John Jarrett, who was found Murray in twenty-five years. He
tolls.
ing
with
the
orchestra in the
and cargo carriers arrived by quiring disclosure of all over- ton 44 ciear.
about 30 feet from his home graduated from Murray High
"There were a lot of Doubt- student center.
presentation
of
Samuel
ship from Okinawa along with $100 contributors.
School and was with the
near the luicaEerryjipiding.
Barker's "Capricorn Con- ing Thomases who thought I
a team of U.S. Marine engiAuditors for the General AcFREE DOG
Sheriff Ja s Thohlpson said Military Police in World War
would never succeed," said the
COUPLES BRIDGE
certo."
neers to train Vietnamese ma- counting Office say the position
Wired Terrier dog, female,
th had not been II. He has been- with the
The Couples Bridge of the the cause of
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. 78-year-old woman. "but there
rines in operating and main- of the Executive Club of the housebroken, spayed, had
t his left eye Pinkerton agency since his
George J. Armstrong, 3211 12th was never any doubt in my Oaks Country Club wittimeet at determined,
taining the vehicles.
Republican party of New Jer- -rabies shots, excellent guard
the club on Friday, November was black and fhere was blood release from the armed serAvenue, Sheffield, and is a mind."
Communist ground attacks in sey, if upheld in the courts, dog but disposition not suitable
vices.
17, at 7:30 p.m. Reservations on his face.
student of Patrick McGuffey, a
South Vietnam slackened to could open a major loophole in for children, is free to someone
Linn is married and they have
Jarrett was i veteran of
should
be
made
member of the Murray State
by
Wednesday
tallest
The
building
in
their lowest level since Sept. 30, the elections law which took ef- for a pet. For information call
two
World
War
daughters. He and his
II.
The
time
by
calling
of
Montreal
his
Mr.
is
and
47
music faculty and the Nashville
-story Place
Mrs. A.R.
the Saigon command said. It fect last April 7,
753-1415.
death was not known. He lived farfrilPeside at Westfield, New
Victoria.
Hatcher phone 753-9517.
Symphony Orchestra.
Jersey.
alone.
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rains continue, a
cials predict.
"The rain is
hurt real bad,"
County farm a
Padgett. "And if
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man County will
area."
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